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As the title of this thesis indicates, the problem we 
wish to explore is the apparent similarities between the Code 
of ismmureabi and the Mosaic Law. We want to explore both 
bodies of law and take note of the apvarent similarities, and 
then try to sccount for them. In the search for a better 
understanding of the similarities, we shell not limit our- 
selves to the texts of the two codes but we shall also consider 
the historical background, sultures, and nersonalities respon- 
sible for them. 
the vroblem of this thesis has always been a difficult 
ana timely one for anyone who takes seriously Scrinoture's 
Claim of uniqueness. Manv have tried to solve the problem 
and have worked for a suitable solution. It has long been of 
personal interest to us to exnolore studies on the civilizations 
of sentiouity and to examine in their connection the new evi- 
dence brought forward by archaeology. It is a great thrill 
to read histories of the men of antisulty, for the fartner 
back one poes in time the closer he comes to the hand of God 
the Ureator. ‘Today rank unbelief and skepticism have given 
way to a subtle critical view of Scrivture. Therefore, it is 
necessary to examine 2nd re-examine the available evidence on 
this problem in order to determine how far one can rationalize 





to an evolutionary tyne of religion. This is a very important 
problem to us beceuse it concerns the foundations of revealed 
fruth--Holy Serioture. 
This thesis will not include the entire Code of Hammurabi , 
but will compare Hammurabi's laws to those of liosea in these 
fields: 1) Agriculture and Horticulture, 2) Property and In-   heritance, and 3) Family Life and Personal Injury. In these 
three areas there are the most frequent noints of contact be- ‘ 
tween the two bodies of law. 
it will not be within the scope of this paper to vrove 
that tiammurabi and Hoses are historical figures since this 
has been rather conclusively verified and commonly sccenteds 
Uther assumptions under which we shall work sre first of all 
that Koses is the author of the Pentateuch and that it is a 
unified body of books. ‘This is an assumption made on the basis   of personal study of the matter. Evidence csn be mustered for 
both sides of the issue, but it is not our pursose to set out 
to air thet vroblem in this naper. Secondly, we assume that 
God does manifest and reveal Himself to man. In short, we are 
not writing a polemic against the JEPD theory, nor are we try- 
ing to prove revelation or theophanies. Our purvose is to ex- 
amine the documents on their own terms, on the basis of their 
own claims, and in the historical setting in which they them- 
selves nortray their coming into being. 
Sach term will be exnlained and defined as it is used in 
the context of this paper. The term "Mosaic Law" will always  
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refer to the laws of Moses as they are found in the biblical 
books of Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy, unless 
designated otherwise. 
In Ghapter II of this paper a study will be made of the 
origins of these laws, trying to understand what historical 
Stimulus might have brought them about. We conld not heln 
but notice that the rise of Bsubylon to the status of an 
empire created s freat need at Hammurabi's time--e need 
which called for a unified code of law for the realm. The 
Claims of tiummurabi to be a man sent by Marduk to rule with 
law and justice provided snother clue to understanding Ham- 
murabi's desire to codify the laws of the land. MHoses' laws 
are remarkable because they were spoken by God to Moses. The 
historical fact of Israel's leaving for the Promised Land added 
impetus to the giving of the laws. 
koses and the tyne of neonle his laws were intended to 
fovern are discussed in Chapter III. tis life as an Egvotian 
grince and its implications for Mosaic Law is imnortant. His 
contact with God as it is recorded in Scripture is considered. 
The children of Israel und their racial ancestry are compared 
with the culture in which Hammurabi Lived. 
Chapter LV treats of the character of Hammurabi end the 
people whom he ruled. It is shown in this chapter how Ham= 
murabi used the common jargon of reverence for the gods, vet 
at the some time was claiming all authority and honor for him- 




with those of Israel. ‘he three classes of society are de- 
scribed and contrasted with the two-class society under the 
fiosaic Laws. 
Vomparison of specific laws is made in Chanters V, VI, 
snd Vil, Chanter ¥ compares the laws of agriculture and 
horticulture existing in the two codes. Parallels of the 
Yode in =xodus and Deuteronomy show a wide difference in the 
Spirit of the Babylonian and Mosaic Laws. They obviously are 
meant for two entirely different socleties, one very. commercial 
end the other non-commercial. 
Property and inheritance Laws are compared in “Vhapter Vi. 
Under oronerty are topics such as cattle, money, and slaves, 
showing that although the Bsbylonians Lived on a high plane 
of civilization, vet the Hebrews in their laws showed a much 
more humane approach toward children and slaves. ‘The entire 
structure of society fared much better under liosaic Law than 
under the Code of Hammurabi. 
ost interesting, and in »olacos most similar and in others 
most dissimilar, are the laws concerning: family life and personal 
injury. These are exumined in Chapter VII. Both of these 
codes of law oreseribde punishment for those who violate virgins 
not betrothed. Hammurabi's Code called for a death penalty, 
while the Laws of Hoses demanded a heavy monetary fine. How- 
ever the ossic Law laments that this lost honor is something 
money cannot buy. ‘The most striking parallel nasssges of the 
two codes are treated in this chapter, those dealing with an 
eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth. Those two are so 
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convincingly varallel that a common source for both of then 
seems necessary. 
Vhapter VIII ties all the evidence together and in sub- 
stance offers three possible answers to the problem of 
similarities in the two codes. 1) iioses was influenced by 
the Sode of dsmnursbl in his studies in Egypt. 2) Moses 
received these laws by oral transmission from Abraham who 
lived in Ur, 3) Both were dependent upon Semitic influence. 
#e favor a combination of the last two statements and would 
say that the Semitic influence by which both were effected 
leads back to the Garden of Eden where perfect law was written 
in man's heart. This was orally transmitted and restored in 






TRE ORIGIN OF HAMMURABI'S CODE AND OF THE MOSAIC LAWS 
The Code of Sanmurabi 
in order to mske a fair and meaningful comparison bet- 
ween the Vode of Hammurabi and Mosaic Law, it is necessary 
to understand certain things about the Laws, their origins 
and suthors. ‘his chanter wiil concern itself with a com- 
Sarison of the origin of these two bodies of law. 
the Vode of Hammrabi was engraved unon a monument 
Glscovered at Suse. The discovery took sluce in December, 
1901 and January, 1962 under the direction of a Frenchman 
named %. de iiorgan.l He was sent to Susa by the French 
government. 
The code of laws 1s one thousand years older than the 
Hossic ege, making it the oldest set of written laws known 
to exist. ‘They are engraved on a pillar of black diorite 
which is nearly eight feet tall. ‘éhen de liorgan discovered 
the oillar it was in three nieces, hut fortunately they were 
easily joined again. Uriginelly there were three thousand 
lines of writing on this diorite slab, writing which was 
  
1lStenhen L. Uaiger, bible and Spade (London: Oxford 





divided into forty-nine columns.” This archacological find 
was inscribed st the command of Hiommurabdi, king of Babvion 
about 2100 5s. G., surviving almost intact as he left it and 
containing nesrly three hundred carefully tsbulated luws. It 
osens with a orelude to the Sun-sod and closes with an ep- 
llozue denouncing s« curse on inyone who should deface it. 
This curse apvsarsntly did not impress the Elamite king 
Sutruk Naknunt, for sbout 1100 B. C. he took this viller to 
his capital at Suss. dere he defaced the code by erasing 
five columns on front, ap»xarently intending to inseribe the 
account of how he cantured Babvlon.® 
the oillsr originally stood in the temple of liarduk at 
EKabvlon, known as H-sagilat ("the lofty house"). On the 
Ubverse of lt is a bas relief exhibiting King Hammurabi 
receiving the laws from the Sun-god. Under the relicf are 
sixteen columns of text, four and one-half of them being the 
Prologue. Un the Reverse are twenty-eight columns, the last 
five of which are the “pilopue.” 
  
““iammurabi," The Americana (New York-Uhicago: Americana 
poupcnation, 0.1956), ATII, 656. 
Sibia. 
Suorris Jastrow, Jr., The Civiligation of Babylonia ‘and 
Aagsvria (#hiladeloniea and Londons J. Be Linoincott Company, 
1915), np. 285. 
Skobert Francis Harper, Code of soumarakh (Chicago: 




Although the copy found at Susa is the most complete we 
have, there is ovidense thet this was only one of inmanvy such 
copies of tne Code. “They were brosdcast throughout the 
Babvilonisn ampire, and remained s text-book for students up 
to the devs of Ashurbenipal."& It was fragments of later 
copies on tublets which enabled scholars to restore the Susa 
text in some piaces. 
the historical stimulus that brought about the codifica- 
tion of these laws was the rise of Babylon as a great senter 
of nower. Sabvlonia was a land made up of countless provinces 
ruled by Kings and orinces. Gradually 1t divided into a 
orthern and s Soutnern Babylonia. Here it is necessary to 
£0 into some backround history to understand the situation 
in which Hammurabi found himself. The first Gynasty of 
Babylon was founded in 2160 B. 0. by Sumurabi in the sity of 
Bebvlon. ‘nis was a west Semitic dynasty--the one in which 
Hammurabi was to reign ninety-three years later. Exsbylonia 
had already been invaded by these Semitic Canannites years 
before, und this resulted in the founding of 2 dynasty at 
isin in 2301 3B. C., a city in southern Sumer, which, until 
the rise of the UVanasnite kingdon of Sabvlon, shared with 
snothner province, Sllssar, the control of Sumer and Accad.” 
  
SCaiger, ov. cit., no. 91. 
7Stephen Herbert Langdon, "Hommurabi", Encyclonedia 
Britannica (Uhicazo-London-Torontos Encyclopedia Britsnnica 
inc., ¢.1951), XI, 155.  
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At first the Uanasnites at Babylon hed control of only 
& small region north and sovth of the capital, end during the 
reign of the first two kings of this dynasty there was a 
rival kingdom only eignt miles away at Kish. During the 
reigns of danmurabi's five vredecessors the kingdoms of Isin 
ana sllaser, previously mentioned, were successrul in mein- 
teining control of sll of southern Babylonia. ‘The last one 
of these five, Sinmuballit, conauered and vut an end to the 
kinesdom of Isin with the aid of Rim-Sin who was the vowerful 
king of sllasar in 2076. Seven years later he lost it again 
to Rim-Sin, and it took untll Hammnurabi's thirtietn veer as 
king to out sn end to the kingdom ruled by Rim-Sin.® 
Such then ls a brief summary of what took vlace in the 
years right before Hammurabi ascended the throne. Sinmubsallit 
bequeathed to him the united control of Sumer and Accad. Ham- 
murebi's further military end political schievements helned 
him establish a central zovernment at Babylon which included 
~ aot only Sumer and Accad, but northward to the central prov- 
inces of the Yicris and Euphrates, one of the most remarkable 
events of anctent historv. Hammurabi succeeded in making 
Babylon the political and intellectual center of West Asia 
down to the Christian era.? A historical situation like this 
would make 1t advisable to set forth a code of laws which 
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Could be used throughout an extended realm of rule. 
The reason Hammurabi himself gives in the Prologue to 
his code of laws 1s ouite different. He sneaks of his task 
of ruling as one given directly to him by the mods. He says; 
4nu and Bel cslled me, Hsmmuradl, the exalted orince, 
the worshiver of the rods, to csuse justice to »vrevail 
in the lond, to destroy the wieked and the evil, to 
prevent the strong from onpressing the weak, to go 
fortn Like the Sun over the Black lead Rece, to en- 
lighten the lsnd and to further the #selfare of My 
peovle. 
4t the end of the Prologue he 2130 says this of his acts; 
"then Karduk sent me to rule the peonle and to bring heln to 
the country, I established law and justice in the land and 
mpomoted the welfare of the neople." In the Epilogue he 
gives further testimony as to why he set forth these laws. 
in my bosom i carried the veovle of the land of Sumer 
and Axisd; under my protection I brought their brethren 
into security: in my wisdom I restrained them: thet. the 
strong micht not onvxose the weak, and that they should 
give justice to the ornhan snd the widow, in Sabylon, 
the city whose turrets Anu and Bel raised: in itsarila, 
the temple whose foundations are firm as heaven and 
esrth, for the »nronouncing of judgments in the land, for 
the rendering of dscistons for the land, and for the - 
righting of wrong, mv welrhty words I have written upon 
my monument, and in the »resence fF my image as king of 
righteousness have I estsblished. 
Throughout the Prologue and the Epilogue, Hammurabi depicts 
himself as e man of righteousness, justice and great wisdom. 
these he puts to work under the favor of the zods in order 
that his people might be vrotected from oporession: 
  
10iarper, op. cit., n. 3. 




The code itself reverts to an older Sumerian original of 
which some fragments have been found. It seems that Hemmura- 
bi's task was to vorepare a Semitic translation as an official 
code of laws of the country for all times.1? 
The Mosaic Law 
“hereas the Jode of Hammurabi lay for centuries out of 
existence in written form, the Laws of loses have continued 
to this dav. Certainly we have instances where long neriods 
of time elapsed during which the laws were forgotten, such 
15 but on the whole a3 the era oreceding the reign of Josiah, 
the Laws of iioses have, in written form at least, continued 
down to the present time. 
Lhe Wiosaic Law is found in Sxodus, Leviticus, Numbers, 
and wevteronomy. Along with the actual statutes and laws is 
the account of Israel's history during this time. As was 
mentioned in the first chapter, it 1s not the scone of this 
thesis to comoare all the laws of loses to the Code of Ham- 
mursbi, but chiefly those concerning agriculture, property, 
inheritance, family life, and oersonal injurv. 
The historical cause for the giving of the law, aside 
from the inspiration of God, was that the children of Israel 
were now ready to mo into their own land. Israel was a people 
12Jastrow, op. oit., 0. 283. 




who had been released from a »nrolong2d existence of bondaze in 
“zypt. The people were accustomed to living in 4 soctetyv of 
Slaves with all the responsibilities of livelihood and justice 
meted out to them by a foreign nation. In the strict sense of 
beine s nation xosses3ing land, they sere not a nation. At 
best thev were a wandering froun which had left bondage, six 
hundred thovsand men strong in numbers, relying upon Moses and 
4aron for their leadership. At first Noses attempted to judge 
the people single-hendedly on the basis of hi3 ‘nowledge of 
justice.t4 This however became an impossible task. 
Un the advice of his father-in-law, iioses chose able men 
out of the froun and made them heads over the oeople to help 
him execute justice. Rulers were set 1p to be judgss over 
frouns of thoussnds, hundreds, fifties, and tens. These men 
then judged and executed justice and brought the soecial 
Gifficult cases to the attention of lioses.+5 
God interveded in the third month after Israel had left 
Egypt. It was then that what is referred to as Mosaic Law 
came into existsnce. Ths origin of the set of laws came oy 
Girect Givine intervention. The set of laws in the Exodus 
account are pref'sced with the statement: “And God spake all 









sow these are the conmmandnents, the statutes, und the 
judgments, which the Lord your God commanded to teach 
you, that ye might do them in the land whither ve go 
to possess it: that thou migntest fear the Lord thy 
God to keep all hig statutes and His commandments, 
vhien I command thee, thou, 2nd thy som, nd th son's 
son, sil the gays of thy life: and that thy davs may 
be prolonged. 
‘gain und again in eli the Mosaic Law the statement is made, 
“the Lord suid," "Ihe Lord said unto hioses," or "God spake 
all these words. ..." UDr. tendle Short has stated that 
"between the middle of i#xodus and the end of Deuteronomy 
there are some five hundred occasions, or three times in 
every chioter, where these phrases occur. "1% 
if we were to consider the growing of the liosaic Law 
solely ss a historical event, the stimulus for the formu- 
lation of jiosaic Laws esame about becnuse a people which never 
had &@ homelanc was now about to possess the promised land. 
this. fact posed a great problem for Hoses, just as an ex- 
panding kingdom had nosed a great problem for Hammurabi 
. centuries before this. 
iloses spoke these laws to the peonle at the command of 
God rather than for his own gain. It is strange that there 
is no evidence in the Iiosaic Laws that Moses, in any way, 
sought self-honor and self-glory. For instance, the follow- 
ing statements are recorded not a3 exhaustive study, but 
typical exemples. On the night before the deliverance from 
  
17 Deut. 631 
184, &. Hicks, liy Servant Moses (London: Marshall, — 
Morgan and Scott, ce1951), o. 152.   
re SS
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Egypt lioses tells tne people, "Remember this day in which ye 
came ont of upyot, ont of the house of bondage; for by 
strength of hand the Lord brougnt you out of this place."19 
After the deliverance from kéypt was completes, Moses had this 
to relate to his father-in-law, Jethro: “And Moses told his 
father-in-law 211 that the Lord had done unto Pharaoh and to 
the “gyotians for Israel's sake, and all the travail that had 
come upon them by the way, and how the Lord had delivered 
them."29 In his final diecourse to the veonle he dsclared, 
"Ee strong end of a good courage, fear not, nor be afraid of 
them: for the Lord thy God, he it 13 that doth go with thee; 
he will not forsake thee."#1 
4 few other notes need to be mentloned in looking st the 
EKosaic Laws. In the first olace, though they were given to a 
people in the wilderness, these laws were adapted and designed 
for a nation vermanently settled. Secondly, the laws them=- 
selves attest that thev are for a theocratic state, and qs r 
such, gin is also a crime. ‘Thirdly, this legislation was 
grefted on « oreviously existing state of things, and took its 
character, in some respects, from customs which existed among 
the people. Finally, in judging the origin of these laws, one 




2lbeut. 51:6  
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into existence. ‘These laws were for sll the world and yet 
they were exclusive to Israel.?* 
in summarizing a comparison of the origins of the Code of 
Hommurabi and of Mosaic Laws the following evidence is appar- 
ents 
1. he statutes cf the Vode of Hammuradl have long since 
ceased in written form, while with a few exceptions 
the sosaic Uusw3 have continued to the oresent. 
2. ‘Tho Vode of Nanmurabi pre-dates the era of Hoses by 
nearly a thousand vears: 
5S. The historical stimulus hich prompted the codification 
cf laws in the dava of Hammurabi was a great central- 
ization of vower at Sabrion, while the historical stin- 
vuletion for Hossic Law was a slave people embarking 
upon the status of a nntion. : 
4. The declared . rpose of Hammurabi was to oresent hin- 
self as the bearer of justice, righteousness, and
equity in order that the poor might not be oppressed 
wiile sioses speaks as God's prophet making God's will 
known to His people. at 
5. oth sets of laws tske into account the existing 
situations and eustoms of the oxcople. 
G. The Uode of Hammurabi was given for the furtherance 
of a monarchical state while the Laws of Moses were 
given for a clarification and furtherance of a theo- 
erpatic state. 
  
224111am id, Taylor, itoses The Law Giver (New York and 
London: Harper and Brothers Publishers, ¢.1907), p. 262. 
 
CHAPTER IIT 
MOSES AND THE PEOPLE GOVSRNED BY HiS Laws 
It is important to understand both Moses snd his peonle 
and Hammurabi and his people in order to make a full end fair 
Comparison of the laws as they arose in the two countries. 
First under consideration are Moses and the oaildren of Israel. 
Moses Lived to be one hundred and twent7 year3 old, and 
it is interesting to note that his life can ba broken uo into 
three eoval time segments of forty vears each. The first 
forty years were spent as a prince in Egynt, the second forty 
years as a shepherd in the wilderness, and the final forty 
years as the lesder of the children of Israel. The account 
of his life is given in the books of Exodus, Leviticus, 
Numbers and Deuteronomy. Fifteen verses are allotted to 
an sccount of the first forty years, and sight verses for 
the second forty. The remaining forty years take up the 
entire books of Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy 1
This gives ae picture of Sceripture's emphssis on the importance 
of his life as lender of the chiidren of Israel. 
Moses! Forty Years as Egyotian Prince 
Moses wes born in the midst of an Egyptian purge of all 
  
1g. E. Hicks, My Servant Moses (London: Marshall, 
Yorgan and Scott, c.1951), D. 3      
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Israelite baby bovs instituted by a Pharaoh who feared the 
rising nopulation of this slave people. He was born into a 
+evite femiiy snd was the son of Amrem and Jochebed.” In 
the book of hebrewa, in the New Testament, the actions of 
his parents in hiding him from Pharaoh were exvlained as 
follows: "Sy faith Noses, when he was born, was hid three 
ronths of his parents, becsuse they saw he was a proner child; 
and they were not afraid of the king's commandment."> 
But the niding could not continue indefinitely. This 
brings us to the next phase of tigses' early life. After he had 
been carefully placed in the Nile river inside a basket made 
of bulrushes, the Pharaoh's Gaughter found him and tooic him 
as her own ehild. Here the name “Koses" was given to be a 
constant reminder to her that she "drew him out of the water."4 
There 1s some evidence that this Pharaoh's daughter is the same 
nerson 2s Queen Hatsheput of Egvpt. “The tradition in Josephus 
that the name of this princess was Thermuthis seems to connect 
her witn the house of Thothmes, and the impression of her char- 
acter gained from the Bible is not unlike that of Hatshenut."5 





5stenhen L. Caiger, Bible and Spade (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1936), D- 67. 
18 
Speclal tyne of education. Svidently, books telling of Moses! 
life st the “pyptian court were in sirculation in the Apostolic 
“Pa since Stephen could tell his hearers: "And Moses was 
learned in 211 the wisdom of the agvotilans, and was mighty 
in words and deeds."5 ‘These works are no longer eatant and 
the only evidence available are sketches of early Eeyvotian 
seucation ond tradition of what lioses learned and what he 
accomplisned aa Prince of igvpot. 
the Yemple of the Sun in Heliopolis wes a great center 
of learning in tioses'! gay. Here reading and writing, arith- 
metic, nstrcnomy, znd architecture were exvounded, sid certainly 
the son of a king's daughter would be given an education at 
® school like this. Philo said, “lie [lio ses] speedily learned 
arithmetic and ceometry, and the whole sciences of rhythm and 
harmony und meter, and the whole of music by means or the 
‘musical instruments, and by lectures on the differsnt arts."7 
4s a orince of the land he received an "education which 
comprised ail fields of learning."® it can safely be assumed 
that this would also cover the field of law. Such is the 
evidence available on the education Moses received. 
Eeyotians were also given a very thorough physical 
  
Sacts 7322 
74i1liem M. Taylor, Moses The Law Giver (lew York and 
London: Harper and Brothers Publishers, ¢-1907), p. 28. 
Suenry S. Noerdlinger, Moses snd Egvot (Los Angeles: 
University of Southern California Press, c.1956), 0. 19.  
19 
education. Part of the snvsi2sl training of Egvotian youth 
included wrestling, fighting with sticks, throwing knives or 
daggers, as well as lifting heavy bags of sand over the head.” 
this sort of training has caused veople to picture Moses as a 
robust and husky indivicusal, essecially from the illustration 
of his might in the encounter with the attacking shepherds at 
Reuel's well.t° He was a man of commending height, a man 
physically fer stronger than the average, and a superb athlete 
who was handsome, impetuous, imoulsive and daring. Philo 
pictures him as having an appearsnce thst was"beautiful and 
noble, full of modesty yet full of dignity."22 Josephus 
Claims that God gave him tallness when he was but thres years 
old, a tallness that was wonderful, and that his beauty was 
such that nobody would be so impolite as not to turn again 
and look at him after passing him on the way et? 
Unce he became a matured prince, Josephus says that Moses . 
was appointed general of the Egyptian army in the war with 
the kthiopians. tn this role he gained repeated victortes 
over the enemies of his foster mother's nation.t4 lioreover, 
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tioses' activity ss thief architect of the treasure city or 
Haamses is spoken of in the liidrash Rabbah 2° 
tioses! Forty Years a3 Shepherd in the Wilderness 
“oss of self-control caused him to kill an Egyptian task- 
master who was onpressing one of tne Israelites. ‘this deed 
was intended as a favor to his fellow countrymen enslaved 
to the osyptians, out as it turned out, it led to the begin- 
ning of a new liffe for him in the wilderness as a shepherd. 
Steoshen, in the lew Testsment, looks back at thi3 incident 
and surmises: “he supposed that his bretnren would have 
understood now thst God by his hsnd would deliver them."+5 
woses, after this set, fled to iiidian. Here he rescued 
Reuel's daughters from 2ggressive shesp herders and, as a4 
reward, gained Zinporah, one of Revuel's daughters for a wife. 1? 
were in the wilderness ne attended a different university than 
thet of the sun-worshiners sat Heliopolis. sis books were the 
stars and the slient hills, the shrubs about hin snd the flocks 
beside nim that grazed on the fields. 
in this setting Cod apveared to loses in a burning bush. 
nis vertainly shocked iloses, but God identified Himself as 
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the God of Aprsham, Isasc, and Jacobt® itn order that Moses! 
fears might be allaved. God told Moses that He had chosen 
him to be the one to deliver His peovle from bondsge. ioses 
first seve forth a string of exeuses based on (1) Personal 
unworthiness because he could not sneak eloguently: (2) In- 
ability to answer if asked to tell who had sent htm; (3) The 
fact that neople would not believe him: and (4) A reiteration 
of his Inability to speak. Finally after many assurances 
from Cod, loses took up the great task of leading the child- 
ren of Israel out of Egypt. The writer to the Hebrews looks 
back on this incident and interorets it as follows: 
Sy faith Moses, when he was come to years, refused to be 
called the son of Pharaoh's daughter, choosing rather to 
suffer affliction with the people of God, than to enjoy 
the pleasures of sin for a season; esteeming the reoroach 
of Christ greater riches than the treasures of Egyptis 
for he had resnect unto the recompense of the reward. 
Noses! Forty Yerrs as Leader 
when Hoses was eighty vears old, he confronted the Phar- 
20h of sgypt with the demend: “Thus saith the Lord God of 
israel, Let my people go, that thev may hold s feast unto me 
in the wilderness."29 woses had returned to the center of 
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“gyptian power and law. ‘he memory of iioses and his deeds 
must have still been «live in order for Moses, a3 a lowly 
Shepherd, to receive a hearing before the Pharaoh. 
soses' words as a leader standing before Pharsoh were 
accompanied by mighty manifestations of power snd disaster. 
At his command, the waters of Egyot were turned to blood, frogs 
swarmed over the entire Land, lice afflicted the people and 
animels of tne land, flies swarmed over the length and bresdth 
of egypt, the enttle of Egvpt mysteriously fell dead, boils 
aained the bodies of the igyntians, a mighty hailstorm wrought 
destruction on tne ecrons of the land, darkness enveloned tie 
land, ané finally a most dreadful vlygue killed the first- 
torn in every home whose door-nost was not nsinted with the 
blood of a lamb.”! 11 of these mighty signs accompanied the 
words of Moses, the leader. What is the oxnlanation for these 
mighty deeds of iigses in the land of Egypt? "Can there be 
any other worthy or adeouste exnlanation than that in some 
way ‘God made his ways known unto Noses’ Ps. 10537 and that 
in end through him revelation found its first majestic proph- 
etinee 
Out of Egypt then ne led the peonle six hundred thou- 
sand men@o strong, not counting the women and children. if 
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6ver there wes a time when leadership was called for, this 
Was the time. tioses' varied background fitt:d him ror this 
leadership. tie had learned diligence as 4 student wnile still 
in the court of the Pharsohs. He had lesrned to be observant 
curing his forty years as a shepherd. 4nd now the big task 
of leading this people was uvon him, a tesk which led him 
into the Sinai venninsule he knew so well. tiere he was to 
give the people a law by which God would have them live. Here 
In the wilderness a »eople had to be built up into a nation. 
’oses was the man to do the jod since he was shosen by 
God. we nas had no compeer in time, and he is a man who tes- 
tifies to men today--a fact acknowledged by Winston Churchill. 
Churchill spoke of the Ten Comnandments in narticular as, 
"those fundamental laws which were henceforwacd to be followed, 
with occasional lepses by the highest forms of human society."24 
Tine Peovle Moses Led Out of Sgypt 
Tne Laws of Noses vere given to a people who had snent 
four hundred vears in bondage. ‘To understand these people 
one inust go back to their very beginnings. 
The great sncestor of the Israelite race was Abrahem. 
Abranam was a Semlte, born in Ur of the Chaldees.=° This is 
important for a clear understunding in comparing Mosaic Law 
with that of Hammurabi, for Abraham was raised in the same 
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general area that Hammurabi ruled. Furthermore, Abraham and 
Hemmurabi were contemporaries, the Biblical king Amraphel?° 
being identified with Hammurabi of Babvlonia.@” The sccount 
of the clash between Amraphel of Shinar and Abraham is record- 
ed as follows: 
And it came to nass in the davs of Amravhel king of 
Shinsr, Artoch king of tllasar, Vhedorlaomer king of 
Slam, and Tidal king of nations; that these made war 
with Bera king of Sodom, and with BSirsha kine of 
Gomorrah, Shinab king of Admah, and Shemeber king of 
4eboiin, and the king of Bela “hich is Zoar. . « -« 
And they took sil the goods of Jodam and Gomorran, fled, 
snd feli there; and they that remained fled to the 
mountain. And they took all the goods of Sodom and 
Gomorrsh, and all their victusls, and went their wav. 
And thev took Lot, Abram's brother's eon, who dwelt in 
Sodom, and his goods, and deosrted. snd there csme one 
that had asesned, snd told Abram the Hebrew: for he 
dwelt in the plsin of Mamre the Amorite, brother of 
&schol, and brother of Aners and these were confederate 
wlth Abram. And wnen Abram heard that his brother was 
taken captive, he armed his trained servants, born in 
nis own house, three hundred and cighteen, and pursued 
them unto ban. And he divided himself agsinst them, he 
ang his servants, by nisht, snd smote them, and pursued 
them unto Hobsh, which is on the left snd of Damascus. 
And he brought back ail the goods, 3nd ulso brought again 
his brother Lot, and his goods, and the women also, and 
the peoplee 
Vral transmission was one of the most practiced modes to 
p28ss on information in Abraham's era. Abraham sand his sons 
probably transmitted their knowledge of Semitic law Gown from 
generation to generation. 
isreelites then had their ancestry in the Semitic race 
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énd lived for a time anyway in the Babylonian orbit. Abraham's 
§reat-grandson, Joseoh, was the link in the chain which eventu-. 
ally brought sbout the crisis which doses faced with the 
Fharaohs of Srypt. Joseph rose to the 203ition of second in 
command to Pharaoh over all evot. 9 tic was a grest, wise 
ruler who saved tne land of Hgypt during seven drought vears, 
and because of this greatness, the Pharaoh of Egypt invited 
Josepn's entire family to dwell vermanentliy in the iund of 
sgvpt 90 This began the long stay of the Israelites in the 
land of suyot. 
Peace and prosverity halted for the Israelites when a 
ruler came to the throne who “imew not Josepn."91 This sig- 
nalled the beginning of the opression of the Israelites, end 
from then on they were a slave nstion. 
After the deliverance from this bondage, Moses made laws 
for & people who, a3 a nution, had been made culturally bank= 
rupt by long years of slavery and who loviked forward to en- 
tering the Promised Land. 
Tne study of lioses and the people that his Laws soverned 
shows the following: . 
1) Moses was a leader who received a royal education, and 
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2) #oses' position as a prince in Eevpt gained for him 
great respect. 
5) ioses was a man to whom God snoke directly. 
4) God accompenied Moses! words with mighty vhysical 
onenomens. 
5) @ne Israelites were of Semitic ancestry, and their 
fatner Abraham, at one time, dwelt in Babylonian culture which 
wes strongly Semitic. 
6) The Israelites' ancestral father Abraham was contemporary 
with Memmurabi. 
7). At the time that God gave the law through Hoses, Israel 
._W&8 a nation recently emancipated from foreign bondaze. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RAMBURABI AND THE PHOPLE GOVERNED BY HiS LAWS 
Hammurabi the hing 
Sammurabi, the great king of Sabvion and codifier of 
laws, was born in the twenty-third century before Christ. 
there is a degree of variance among scholars as to the exact 
date. Some have set it at 2200 B. 3.1, others at 2250 B. c.? 
end still others have pinpointed the date at 2267 B. C.5 ‘whe 
dates are sufficiently within range of each other and do not 
oese @ major problem. It is commonly conceded that liammurabt 
is to be identified with Amranhel, king of Sninar, mentioned 
in Genesis 14:1 account. distorically, he seems to have had 
“peaceful relations at this time with Rim-Sin of Hllasar, his 
father Kudurmabug, ad-ds of imutbal and of Amurru,"4 end so 
the biblical records square with these facts. 
Hommurabi was sixth in a succession of princes which, 
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following the Bsbylontan king-lists, we designate "The First 
Babvloatan Uyaasty."5 ‘The five kings before Hammurabi ox- 
berilenced many difficulties in welding together a kingdom. 
“ach city in reality was a senarate kingdom. The kings of 
the south claimed to be the rulers, and the men in the north 
were looked uvon as vassals. “Documents of this time never 
refer to those of the north as king."§ Larsa, a city in the 
South, Looked upon Sabylon as a vassal. However Hammurabi's 
father, Sinmubbalit, overthrew Rim-Sin, the last of the 
Hlamite kines, and this signaled the end for the south.” 
as far as Sebvlon was concerned st this time, "the 
first 'golden age' commenced with the succession of Hame- 
marebl to the throne."8 ‘This meant a great change for 
Babylonia, for now "North Babylonia with its central voint 
at Sabylon became the orovince, with Babilu, the holy city 
of the sod Marduk (iferodacn), the seat of authority in the 
Babylonian world of culture."9 No yonder this became the 
first "golden axe," and whet a place for an enterprising man 
5tiugo “inckler, The History of Babylonia and Assyria 
(ew York: Churles Scribner's Sons, 1907), p. 56. 
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such as Hammurabi to take the lead. 
His reien begen very neacefully, and he Gid much build- 
ing. In the second year of his relan he said that he estab- 
lished the heart of his lend in righteousness, sand man-~ have 
taken this phrase to mean thet this wa3 the year that the code 
of laws was published: however this did not come until s later 
vear of his reign. It should be taken to mean that "by his 
legal reforms he settled the gomneer in law and order, "10 
fe was a very conscientious iing in administering to the needs 
of tne realm. “ilany letters written by Hamaurabi have been 
found, revealing his slose attention to a11 the details of 
his reelm and illustrating the true clarity with which he 
issued his instructions." 
( trief listing of some of his bullding feats are as 
follows: In his ninth vear he dug 4 eanal after his own name, 
the Hammurebi-ihegel 2” In nis twelfth vear he made a throne 
for Zerpenit, the consort of Marduk, and in his fourteenth 
year a throne for Ishter of Babylon.t> The twenty-second yesr 
of his reign is the one in which he put out the Code. This he 
did in conjunction with the setting up of s statue of himself 
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in the temple of Marduk at Babylon, calling himself the "king 
_of righteousness."14 From the thirty-fourth vear of his reign 
on to the end he devoted his life to great works of neace. A 
full listing of this can be found in Johns! Anctent Babvlonia.25 
#11 was not oeaceful in the forty-three vear reign of 
Ramturabl. irom his thirty-first to hia thirty-fourth vears 
were years of grest conauest. In the thirt7-first year of 
nis relen he met with Als most glorious hour "for with help 
from «nu and Sel, who wont before his army, his hand smote down 
the land of smutbalum and its king &im-Sin."15 In nis thirty- 
Sscond vear he ravaged the borders of 3lam, and by his thirty- 
17 Even with third year his rule was acknowledged at Ninpur. 
all of his struazles the emnire he built did not remuin on its 
high plane of security. After he had successfully put Blam 
out of the wav, it looked as if the road would be clsar for 
6 lasting nesace in Babylon, but "his successors on the throne 
exoerienced trouble from other quarters."18 
A further insight into the character of liammurabi can be 
gained by exemining his »rologue snd epilogue to the Vode of 
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Lew. He constantly refers to ths gods, especially Anu and 
Bel. He speaks of himself as the worshiver of the zods.l9 
Direct references connecting himself to the gods are as follows: 
“Anu and Bel called me,*20 "“pejoiced the heart of Marduk, his 
lord . . . obedient to the mighty Shamash . . -.e whom the wine 
god Ha-ma has clothed with complete power."“l1 srcain he speaks 
of himself as “the warrior of Dagan, his creator."22 
He not only refers to his relations with the gods, but 
&lgo speaks in high phrases of his own worth and power. Thus 
he cails nimself, "the wine king,"29 "the pious and supoliant 
one . « e the diplomatic king .. . the warrior, the protector 
of Larsa . . . the mightv bull, who gores the enemy . . . the 
exalted one .. . the divine city king . . . the wise and 
perfect one."*4 The crowning one of his self inflicted 
virtues came when he called himself the one "who made the 
rising sun to shine brilliantly."25 
What of all these attributes that Hammurabi takes for 
himself? Do they mean he is primarily concerned for the welfare 
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Law. he constantly refers to the mods, esnectially Anu and 
Sel. He speaits of himself as the worshipar of the goas.29 
Direct references connecting himself to the gods are as follows: 
“Anu and el called me,"99 "rejoiced the heart of Marduk, his 
lord, . . obedient to the mighty Shamesh, . . whom the wine 
god Na-ma haa clothed with complate power "21 Again he speaks 
of himself as "the warrior of Dagan, hia creator."22 
He not only refers to his ralsations with the gods, but 
also speaks in high pherasea of his own worth end pover. Thus 
ne calls himself, “the wine king, *25 "the plous and suppllant 
one, . . the diplomatic king, - . the warrior, the vrotector 
of barsa, . . the mighty bull, who gores the enemy, . . the 
exalted one, . . the divine city king, . . the wiso and 
perfect one."@4 The orowning one of his self inflicted virtues 
came when he eslled himself the one “who made the rising sun 
to shine brilliantly."25 
#nat of all these attributes that Hamnnurabi takes for 
nimself? Do they mean he is primarily concerned for the welfare 
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of the gods of the citles, and Ls he convinced that he is 
carrying out the will of the vods? Could we look upon his 
association wltn the gods in the same way Hoses ts associated 
with Jahwe? Hugo Vinckler comments tersely that "Hamaurabt 
nrofesses to have received his laws from the hand of the god 
Shamash, but it ts no longer ‘divine law! that the code pres- 
ents. it is clearly the 'law of the king.' .. .726 
The Peonle of Babylon 
“nat were the veople ilke who were governed by the Code 
of siamnurabi? So far as we can determine, these first 
inhebltants of Sabvlon were the Sumerians.”’ we do not know 
& great deal about these veople. About s thousand vears 
before tne ase of Hammurabi, the Babylonian Semites entered 
the lend and took over the culture of the Sumerians.”8 This 
civilization continued until about 2400-2100 3B. C., when 
#estern ssis and Babvlonia came into possession of ea »yeople 
best described ag Canaunlte.*9 This brings us to the age of 
Hemmurabl, by which time Babylon had experienced civilizations 
composed of Sumerians, Babylonian-Semites, and then Canaunite- 
Semitic. This sets the general tone of the culture at the time 
of iiummurabi ag one which fits in with the Abraham account in 
Seripture. ‘Tnerefore sbraham's common background with Hammurabi 
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leaves the possibility of an oral transmission of law down to 
the time of Moses. 
Society in this type of civilizetion of Hammurabl's day 
consisted legally of three classes. 1) The Awilum. ‘This 
group consisted of the houss-holders, oroperty owners, the 
wealthy and upper classes.°9 ‘This term could be translatsa 
as "gentlemen." Some orefer to call this class the “natri- 
"Sl 3) ‘The Muskenum. ‘This was a elass of se0nle who cians. 
could hold pronerty end sleves; however they were poor. They 
were freé and held a position someshere between the upper 
class ond the slave.°* They could ve called "serfs," "freee 
men," or as Barton orefers, “working men."°° 3) The Wardum- 
4mtum. This was the lowest class, made up of male and female 
sleves.”* these were the three ela3ses of neople who were 
rnled by the Laws of Hammurabi. ‘The breakdown is more complex 
in comparison with the Hebrew soclety. Hebrew society had 
two main groups of people, the freemen and the slaves. 
4side from these grouns in Babylonian society, there 
was a class of sovernment officials known as tne "officers, us 
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"eonstables," and "taxgatherers."99 






Hommurabi was contemporary with Abraham. 
Hammurabi's career as king was marked bv a golden 
era of vesce during which beneficial construction 
was carried out, snd also marred by a few msjor 
vers in which Hammurabi emerged victorious. 
in his own writings, Hammurabi associated himself 
with the gods. 
Sammurabi was an extremely boastful mane 
The people of Sabylon were descendants of Sumerians, 
Babvylonian-Semites and Canaanites. . 
Babvlon's society was based on a three class system. 





A COMPARISON OF THE LAWS OF AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE 
Laws of Agriculture 
Agriculture plaved an important role in the economies of 
both Babylon and Israel. It is of little wonder that civil 
law contained statutes almed at justice in agricultural trans- 
actions. the people of Babylon were in an ideal situation 
for making a Livlihood from azriculture. ‘The oresence of the 
two rivers, Tigris and Euphrates, brought about an "unusual 
fertility"= in Babylonia. This gave the many neools who set- 
tled there conditions "which with a mintmum of effort vielded 
a maximum of sustenance.” 
4nlil became the delty of agriculture, 2 god who mani- 
fested himself in the storm snd spoke in the thunder. 
iow, srricultural deities sre elther concelved as vere 
sonifications of the vower residing In the sun as the 
chisf factor involved in vegetation, or as the pnerson- 
ification of the earth oictured as the female element in 
whaose womb the seed ripens and in time borings forth 
fruit. sSnlik, therefore, while not losing the fierce 
traits belonging to him as a mountain zod whose element 
is the storm, absorbs the attritutes of a solar Gietr, 
while his consort, Ninlil, becomes a mother goddess who, 
nurtures the sesd, and snresds blessings smong mankind. 
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the Israelites also took up agriculture in their land. 
Hany of them planted vineyards and fig trees. ‘The God who 
granted growth to the crops was always Janwe. This is another 
basic difference between the people of Babylonia and Israel. 
The Babylonians out their trust in many different gods, one 
for each of their basic needs, while the trust of the Israel- 
ites was in Jahwe alone. 
!Qllowing is a listing of the agricultural laws from tho 
Vode of tiammaurabi and from the Mosaic Law. 
The Code of Hammurabi on Agriculture 
42 
If a man rent a field tor cultivation and do not produce 
anv ersin in the field, thev shall call him to secount, 
because he has not nerformed the work required on the 
field, and ne shall sive to the owner gf the field grain 
on the basis of the adjacent (fields). 
43 
if he do not cultivate the field and neslect it, he shal 
five to the owner of the field grain on the basis of the 
adjacent (fields): and the field which he has neglected, 
he shall break up witn hoes, he shall harrow and he shall 
return to tne owner of the field. 
44 
if a man rent an unreclaimed field for three years to 
develop it, and neglect it and do not develon the tteld, 
in the fourth year he shall break up the rield with hoes, 
-he snsll hoe and harrow it and he shall return iff to the 
owner of the field and shall measure ont ten GURY of 
grain per ten GAN. ‘ 
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45 
if a nan rent his field to a tenant for crop-rent and 
receive the cron-rent of his field and later Adad (1.e., 
the Storm God) Anuondate the field and carry away the 
oroduce. the loss (fells on) tne tenant. 
46 
if ne have not recaived the rent of his fielé and he nave 
rented the field for either one-half or one-third (of the 
cron), the tenent end the owner of the field shall divide 
the grein which is tn the field according to agreement. 
47 
if the tenant give the cultivation of the field into the 
cnaree of another--because in a former yvear he has not 
gained a maintenance--the owner of the field shall not 
interfere. he would cultivate it, snd his fleld has 
been cultivated and at the time of harvest he snall take 
frain according to his contracts. 
48 
+f a man owe a debt and Adad inundate his field and carrv 
avay the vroduce, or, through leck of water, zrain have 
not grown in the field, tn thet vear ne shall not make 
any raturn of grain to the creditor, he shall alter his 
contract-tablet and he shall not osy the interest for - 
that wear, 
43 
if & man obtain money from a merchant ond give (as security) 
to the merchant a f{leld to be dlanted with grain and sesame 
(sand} savy to nim: “Sultivate the field, and harvest and 
take to thvself the grain and sesame which 13 nroduced;" 
if the tenant raise grain and se3eme in the field, at the 
time of harvest, the owner of the field shall receive tne 
erain and sessme which is in the field and he shall sive 
to the merchant ¢rein for the loan which he had obtained 
from him sand for the interest and for the waintenance of 
the tenant. 
50 
if he give (as security) e field vlanted with (grein) or 
a field planted with sesame, the owner of the field shall 
receive the grain or the sesame which is in the field and 
he shali return the loan and its interest to the merchant. 
51 
if he nave not the money to return, he shall sive to the 
merchant (grain or) sesame, at their market value ascord- 
ing to the seals fixed bv the king, for the loan and tts
58 
interest which ne has obteined from the mercnant. 
52 
if Sa tenant do not secure a cron of grain or sesame in 
nls fleld, ne shell not ceneel his contrect. 
55 
lf a man neglect to strensthen hi3 dvke and do not 
strenethen it, and a break be made in his Gyre snd tne 
water carry away the farm-Land, the man tn whose davke 
the brenk has veen made shall restore the grain which he 
has damaged.   
  
54 
if he be not sbdle to rastore the grain, they shall sell 
him and his goods, and the farmers whose grain the water 
has carried avav shall shore (the results of tne sele). 
55 
ff 2 man oven his canal for irrigation and neglect it 
snd the weter carry away an adjacent field, he shall 
measure out ten GUR of grain ver GAN. 
56 
if & man onen uv the water and the water carry away the 
improvements of an adjacent Jield, he shall measure out 
ten GUA of grain per GAN, 
57 
if a snepherd have not come to an azreement with the 
owner of ga field to ossture his sheen on the grass; and 
if he pasture bis sheep on the ficld without the consent 
of the owner, the omer of the field snall harvest his 
field, end the shepherd who has nastured his sheen on the 
field without the consent of the owner of the field shall 
give over end above twentv GUK of sreain per ten GAN to 
the owner of the fteld. 
58 
4f, after the 3neso have gone un from the meadow and have 
crowded their way out (?) of the gate into the public 
common, the shesherd turn the sheep into the field, and 
pasture the sheen on the field, the shevherd shall oversee 
the field on which he nsstures and at tne tine of narvest 
he shall measure out sixty GUR of grain ver ten GAN to 
the owner of the field.’ 
  
Taobert Francis Harper, Code of Hammurabi (Unicaro: 




Kosaic Law on Agriculture 
+f a man shall cause a field or vinevard to be saten, 
and , nell put in his beast, and shall feed in another 
man! 8 ftelds of the best of his own field, and of the 
best of his own vinevard, shall he make restitution. 
tf fire break out, and catch in thorns, so that the stacks 
of corn, or the standing corn, or the field, be consumed 
therewith; he that kindled the tire shall surely make 
restitution.® 
  
4nd six vears anslt thou sew thy land, and shalt gather 
in the fruits theraof: 
Hut tne seventh vear thon shalt let it rest and lie still; 
that tne voor of thy ocovle may eat: and what they leave 
the beasts. of the field shall eat. ‘In like manner thou 
shalt deal with thv vinevard, and with thy olivevard. 
shen tnou cuttest down thine harvest in thy field, and 
hast forsot a sheaf in the field, thou shalt not go again 
to fetch it? it shall be for the stranger, for the father- 
less, and for the widor: that the Lord thy God may bless 
thee in all the work of thine hands. 
“hen thou beatest thine olive tree, thou shalt not go 
over the boughs again: itt shall be for the stranger, for 
the fatnerless, and for the widow. 
when thou getherest the granes of thy vinevard, thou shalt 
not glean it afterwards: it shall be for the atranger, for 
the fatherless, and for the widow. 
4nd thou shalt remember that thou wast a bondman in the . |. 
land of t¢ynt: therefore I command thee to do this thing.-~ 
then thou comest into thy neighbour's vinevard, then thou 
mayest eat granes thy fill at thine own pleasure + but thou 
shelt not vut anv in thy vessel. 
éhen thou comest into the stending corn of thy neighbour, 
then thou mavest oluct the cars with thine hand: bat thou 










Une of the obvious differences in the two aystems of law 
concerns cultivation of the land. In the Babylonian siviliza- 
tion the land was leased out for others to work. ‘the Hebrew 
law pictures each man working his own land. Connected with 
this state of affairs is the matter of interest. Vhen the 
Esbyloniens rented out a field, “the stlouletion was in gen- 
eral (a) a return through a vercentage of the yleld, accord- 
ing to the size of the oronpertv, calculated on an average 
crop and anplying to both fields snd date-tree orchards, or 
(>) with further special provisions in the case of virgin 
fields."12 Lf we were to take the directives of law Number 
44 95 an examole, the rate of interest charged in Babylonia 
was about twenty percent.?% According to the Mosaic Law, the 
charging of interest was illegal. The directive of “xodus 
22:25 19: "If thou lend money to any of my people that Ls 
poor by thee, thou shalt not be to him as an usurer, neither 
shslt thou lay vpon him usury." This law against taking in- 
terest “lasted until Hillel a contemporary of Herod the Great 
who invented en interoretation known ag Prosbul, which orac- 
tically did awav with this law and overmitted Jews to take in- 
terest."44 The two codes differ radically thersfore on orin- 
eliples of charging interest, and of cultivation. 
  
1254 strow, loc. cit. 
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The two codes reflect an entirely different approach to 
sociological problems. in comparing the agricultural laws 
one would have to conclude either that (1) Babylonians had no 
Soncern for the poor, while the Hebrews made a consclous 
effort for thelr well-being, or that (2) Babylonia had no poor 
people. ‘the Vode of Hammurabi has no provision made for poor 
people, while the laws of the Renrensinannined Land owners to 
(1) leave any sheaves forgotten in the flelds for the poor, 
(2) leave some of the olives on the trees for the poor, (3) 
allow the poor to glean In the vineyards, (4) allow neighbors 
to come into vineyards and cornfields in order to eat their 
fill, and (5) allow the land to lie fallow every seventh year 
"that tho poor of thy veoole may Satna 
Two items are sommon to both sets of law regulating ag- 
riculture. in the first place, they both were aware of pos- 
sible destruction of the crops by means of natural calamities. 
In Babylonia the great fear of destruction from water was 
evident. This would de natural in a land Irrigated by canals 
end rivers. ‘he great concern of the Hebrews was fire, In 
a land that was extremely dry at times, fire would be a great 
menace. In the second place, both codes have laws of resti- 
tution in common. The Babvlonisn code is verv specific as 
to what the restitution should be. For exarnle, laws 55-58 
specify the amount of grain that should be oald for the 
  




destruction of a neighbor's property through careless chan-~ 
neling of water or willful pasturing of sheso on his orope 
erty without permission. Mosaic law does not spell out 
specific penalties in these violations, but simply states 
that restitution shall surely be made. 
The Code of Hammurabi on Horticulture 
59 
ff a man cut down a tree’ in a man's orchard, wlthout 
the consent of the owner of the orchard, he shall pay 
one-half mana of silver. 
60 
if 2 man give a field to a gardener to olant as an or- 
chard and the gerdener slant the orchard and care for 
the orchard four vears, in the fifth year the owner of 
. the orchard and the gardener shall share equally, the 
owner of the orchard shall mark off his portion and 
take it. 
61 
if the gardener do not olant the whole fleld, but leave 
& spsce waste, they shall assign the waste space to his 
portion. 
52 
if he do not plant as an orchard the field which was 
given to him, if corn be the »vroduce of the field, for 
the years during which itt has been neglected, the gar- 
Gener shall measure out to the owner of the field (such 
produce) on the basis of the adjacent fields, and he_ 
shall perform the required work on.the field and he 
shall restore it to the owner of the field. 
63 ; 
if the field be unreclaimed, he shall serform the re- 
quired work on the field and he shall restore it to the 
owner of the field snd he shall measures out ten GUR of 
grain per ten GAN for each vear. 
64 
If a man give his orchard to a gardener to manage, the 
gardener shall give to the owner of the orchard two- 
thirds of the produce of the orchard, as long as he is 







If the gardener do not properly manage the orchard and 
he diminish the produce, the gardener shal? measure out 
the produge of the orchard on the basis of the adjacent 
orchards .~& 
Mosaic Law on Horticulture 
  
if aman shall cause a field or vineyard to be eaten 
and shell put In his beast, and shall feed in another 
men's field: of the best of his own Fleld, and of tha 
best of his own.vineyard shall he make restitution.   Sut the seventh year thov shalt let 1% rest and lie 
still: the land that the poor of thy people may eats: | 
and what thev leave the beasts of the fFleld shall eat. 
in like manner thou, ghalt deal with thy vineyard, and 
with thy oliveyard. 
it is impossible to get a full picture of the horti- 
cultures] laws of Babvlonia since immediately following this 
section are the five solumns of law erased bv the #lamite 
It has been estimated that thirty-five sections of 
law have been lost through this srasure. Judging from the 
laws we do have, horticultural laws seem to be based on tne 
same principles as those laws dealing with agriculture. In 
the case of Hosaic laws, horticultural matters are put on 
exactly the same basis as agricultural matters. Again it is 
very evident that the Babylonian law so.aht to list very 
  
specific measures to be taken in isolated cases, while tne é 
16 




Hebrew law spoke only of general principles to be followed. 
After comparing Babylonian and Mosaic Law in the area of 




Babylonian law was made on the basis of leased lands 
and orchards, while Mosaic Law was made on the basis 
of privately maintained lands and vinevards. 
Babvlonian law made no provision for the poor, while 
Mosaic Law provided in many ways for the poor. 
Babvlonian law dealt in detail with the matter of 
interest, while Mosaic law forbade the charging of 
interest. ; 
Both codes of law took cognizance of destruction by 
natural calamities. 
Both laws demanded retribution to be paid for de- 
struction of crops, orchards, and groves; Babylon= 
lan law listed the penalty to be paid, while Hebrew 























A COMPARISON OF LAWS OF PROPERTY AND INHERIT TANC t& 
Protection of nroverty is a great concern of meny laws 
today, and it was of no less concern in the cavs of Hammurabi 
and Moses. ‘Transfer of proparty throuah the medium of inher- 
itance is also a concern which looma large in the field of 
law. in this chanter, laws dealing with oroverty and dnher- 
itance, as they ere recorded in the Vode of tiammurabi and 
“osele saw, will be olaced side by side in order that a 
comparison can be made. tbaws on property will cover the 
sreas of slaves, cattle, and theft of property. Laws on 
inheritance will be given seoarate treatment. 
The Laws Concerning Property 
Slaves were live nroperty of men and were often used to 
pay debts. ‘The following are the laws vertaining to the 
status snd duttes of slaves as recorded in the Code of Ham- 
mursbdi. 
117 
if a man be in debt and sell his wife, son or daughter, 
or bind them over to service, for three vears they shall 
work in the house of their purchaser or master; in the 
fourth vear they 3heall be ziven their freedom. 
118 
If he bind over to service a mele or female slave, and 
4f the merchant transfer or sell such slsve, there is no 
cause for complaint. 
119 




borne him children the owner of the maid servant (1.e., 
the man in debt)1 shall renay the money which the merchant 
paid (him), and he shall ransom his maid servant. 
the jiosaic saw lists the following ordinances on slaves. 
4nd if a man gell his daughter to be a maidservant, she 
shall not go out as the menservants do. 
if she viease not her master, who hath betrothed her to 
himself, then shall he let her be redeemed: <o sell ner 
unto a strange nation he shall nave no cower, seeing he 
nath dealt deceitfully with ner. 
4nd if ne have betrothed her unto his son, he shall deal 
with her after the manner of daughters. if he teice him 
another wife; her food, her raiment, and ner duty of 
marriage, shall he not diminish. 
and if he do not these three unto her, then shali she go 
out free without monev.5 
if thou buy sn Hebrew servant, six vears he shall serve; 
and in the seventh he shall go free for nothing. 
if he.came in by himself, he shall zo out bv himself: if 
he were married, then his wife shall go out with him. 
4f his master have given him a wife, and she have born 
him sons or daughters; the wife ind her children shall 
be her master's and he shall go out by himself. and if 
the servant shall »lainiy say, I love mv msster, my wife, 
and my children; I wtll not go out frees 
then his master snall bring him unto the judges; he shall 
also bring him to the door, or unto the door nost; and 
his master shall bore his ear through with an aul; and 
he shall serve him forever. 
fhe substance of these two quotations is quite similar, 
vet the spirit of them is different. Hebrew.law said that a 
man could enter slavery on his own volition, wnile Babylonian 
lew oermitted the wife, son or daughter to enter slavery in 
  
1aii parenthesis in texts guoted from the Code of Ham- 
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the man's stesd. If the Hebrew man did sell his Gaughter into 
the role of maidservant, she had to te treated in a different 
way than the menservents. A manservant's tyoe of worl could 
not be exnested of her. Furthermore, if the master did not 
deal with the sirl In a specified wav, the girl could zo free 
at any time even 1f it were not yet the seventh wear. There 
is a paucity of “ebrew law concerning slaves. The Code of Ham- 
murabl devotes many laws to dealing with slaves and slave prob- 
lems. in addition to the three ordinances listed in this paver 
there sre twenty-two other laws shout slaves dispersed through- 
out the vode. This is understandable when it 1s nointed out 
that cabvylonian society was definitely broken into the classes 
of gentlemen, working men, and slaves. It is true that Hebrew 
society had freemen and slaves, but the kosaic Law shows its 
humane ettitude toward slaves when it reneatedliv injects the 
followings statement when listing duties and rights of slaves: 
"And thou shelt remember that thou wast a bondman in the land 
of Xgyot, and the Lord thy God redeemed thee: therefore I 
command thee this thing todav."5 
Besides slaves, snother important niece of provertz to 
Bebyloniens snd Hebrews was cattle. egulations on cattle in 
the Vode of Hammurabi are the following: 
241 
If a man seize sn ox for debt, he shall pay one-third 
mana of silver. 
  
Sueut. 15:15 
6"A mina (or mana) is 60 shekels. ‘The actual silver 
value of a shekel 13 less than 50 cents in modern coinare, 




! 242, 245 
if «© man hire (en ox) for a veor, he shall give to its 
owner foir GUR of grain as the hire of a draught ox, (and) 
three GUR of grain as the hire of an ox. (7) 
244 
If a san hire an ox or an aas and a lion K1ll it in the 
fiela, it is the owmer's affair. 
245 
+f a man hire an ox and cause its death through neglect 
or ebuse, he shall restore an ox of equal value to the 
owner of the ox. 
246 
+f a man hire an ox and he bresk its foot or cut its 
hamstring (7), he shall restore an ox of squal valine to 
the owner of the ox. 
247 
if a man hire an ox and destroy its eve, he shall nav 
silver to the owner of the ox to the extent of one-half 
ts value. 
248 
if a man hire an ox and bresk ita horn or cut off its 
tail or injure the flesh (throngh which) the ring (passes), 
Ne shall pav sllver to the extent of one-fourth of its 
valus. 
249 
If 6 msn hire an ox and 9 sod strike it and it die, the 
man vho hired the ox shell take an oath before cod and 
go free. 
250 
+f a bull, when osssinse through the street, gore 2 man 
snd bring sbout his death, this case has no »enalty. 
251 
If a man's bull hsve been wont to sore end they have made 
known to him his habit of voring, and ke have not protect- 
  
Velue fluctuating according to commercial activity, was much 
higher--verhaps at times as much as five dollars in our — 
days." (Morris Jastrow, Jr., The Civilization of Babvlonia 
snd Assvria \[Pniladelohia and London: J. B. Lipoincott 
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ed his horns or have not tied him un, and that bull core 
the son of a man and bring about his death, he shall vay 
one-half mana of silver. 
; 252 
if it be the servant of a man, he shall pay one-third 
mane of silver. 
255 
ff aman nire a man to oversee his farm and furnish him 
the seed-srain and intrust him with oxen and contract 
with him to cultivate the field, and that man steal either 
the seed or the crop and it be found in his possession, 
they shall cut off his fingers. 
254 
+f he take the seed-grain and over work the oxen, he shall 
restore the ouantitv of grain which he has hoed. 
255 
+f he let the oxen of the man on hire, or steal the sead- 
Grain and there be no crop in the field, thev shall call 
that min to account 2nd he shall measure out 60 GUR of 
erain ner 10 GAN, 
256 
if he be not able to meet his obligation,’ thev shall leave 
him in that field with the cattle. 
fhe following passages can be cited from the Moseic Laws deal- 
ing with the subject of cattle: 
4nd if a man borrow ousht of his neighbour, and it be hurt, 
or die, the owner thereof being not with it, he shall sure- } 
iv meke good. 
But if the owner thereof be with it, he shall not make it 
good; if it be an hired thing, it came for his hire.8 
If an ox gore # man or a woman, that they die; then the 
ox shall be surely stoned, and his flesh shell not be 
eaten; but the owner of the ox shall be ouit. 
but if the ox were wont to push with his horn in time 
past, and it hath been testified to his owner, snd he 
hath not kent him in, but that he hath killed a man or 
& woman: the ox shall be stoned, and his owner shell also Z 
be put to death. 
THarver, op. cit., nn. 85-89. 
Sex. 22:14,15  
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If there be laid on him a sum of money, then he shall give 
for the ransom of his life whatsoever 1s laid upon him. 
whether he have gored a son, or have gored a daughter, 
according to this judgnent shall it be done unto hin. 
If the ox shall push a manservent or a matdservant; he 
shall give unto their master thirty shekels of sllver, 
and the ox shall be stoned. 
And if a man shall open a pit, or 1f a man shall dig a 
pit, and not cover it, and an ox or an a3s fall therein; 
the owner of the pit shall make it good, and give money 
unto the owner of them: and the dead teast shall be his. 
4nd if one man's ox hurt another's, that he dle; then 
they shall sell the live ox, and divide the monev of it; 
anc the dead ox also they shall divide. 
Or if it be known that the ox hath used to push in time 
past, and his owner hath not kent nim in; he shall surely 
pay ox for ox; and the dead shall be his own. 
One very obvious difference in the two codes 1s that Hame 
murabi's Code set the orice of the fine to be levied on the 
basis of the class of person injured. Thus in statute 251 of 
Hammurabi's Code the fine that is listed for an ox goring the 
eon of 4 gentleman 1s one-half mana of silver. If the ox 
gored the servant of a man, the fine was only one-third mana 
of silver. In contrast to this, the Mosaic law provided that 
an ox who gored a man or woman, son or daughter, manservant 
or maidservant must be nut to death. In the case of the 







/ was fined an additional thirty shekels of silver. The prin- 
ciple of making a distinction of classes in the fixing of 
fines and punishments ts not limited to this one place in 
Hammurabi's Code but is characteristic throughout. 
  
Pax. 21:28-36 
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the Mosaic Law took the death of any verson at the horns 
of an ox very seriously. In all cases, the penalty for an 
énimal teking the life of a numan being, was death for the 
animal. The Code of Hammurabi on the other hand levied a 
fine to be paid. 
4t snould also be noted that the Code of Hammurabi is 
much more Getailed and comnlete than Mosaic law on the matters 
of hiring out the oxen and asses. ‘This would be due primarily 
to the very commercial outlook of the Vode of Hammurabi. How- 
ever, even whsre the codes do parallel each other in subject 
matter, the particulars differ greatly. iosaic law made a ~ 
Gistinction between a borrowed animal and a hired animal. A 
borrowed animal 1s always the responsibility of the man who 
borrowed it, while the fate of a hired animal was the respon- 
sibility of the man who hired out the animal. Babylonian 
lsw held the man who hired the ox resvonsible for any injury 
which befell the ox. 
Une other subiect on which we should like to comnsare the 
two codes is that-of theft of vroperty. ‘This can be aporoach- 
ed under the two topics of (1) theft of general sronerty, and 
(2) theft of children snd sleves. On the topic of theft of 
gsneral proverty the Vode of Hammurabi savs the rollowing: 
If a man steal tne dons Se of a god (temple) or valace, 
that man shall be nut to denth: ond he who receives from 
his hend the stolen (property) shall also be out to death. 
7 
if a man purchase silver or gold, manservant or maid- 





son, or from a man's servant without witnesses or con- 
tracts, or if he recelve (the snms) in trust, that man 
shall be put to death as a thief. 
8 
4f 2 man 3teal ox or sheen, as3 or vig, or boat--if it 
be from a god (temnle) or a nalace, he shall restore 
thirtvfold; if 1t be from a freeman, he shsll render ten- 
fold. if the thief have nothing wherewith to nav he shall 
be put to death. 
9 
if a man, who has lost onvthing, find that which was lost 
in the vossession of (another) man: and the man in whose 
xossession the lost property is found say: "it was sold 
to me, £ purchased it in the oresence of witness3es:" and 
the .owner of the lost property savy: "L will bring wit- 
nesses to identify my lost provertyv:" if the purchaser 
vroduce the seller who has sold 1t to nim snd the wit- 
nesses in hose presence he purchased it, and the owner 
of the lost proverty produce witnesses to tdentify his 
lost property, the judges shall consider their evidence. 
the witnesses in those presence the vurchase was made and 
the witnesses to identify the lost voroverty shall <ive 
their testimony in the presence of zod. The seller shall 
be put to ‘ieath as a thief: tne owner of the lost propverty 
snail recover his loss: the ourchaser shall recover from 
the estate of the seller the money which no paid out. 
10 
if the nurchaser do not produce the seller who 30lda it 
to him, «nd the witnessed in whose oresence he purchased 
it (and) if the owner of the lost vronerty produce wit- 
nesses to identify nis lost property, the purchaser shall 
be put to death as a thief; the owner of the lost nroperty 
shall recover his loss. 
11 
if the oxner (claimant) of the lost propnerty do not produce 
wLltnesses to tdentlfv his lost property, he nas attempted 
fraud (has lied), he has stirred up strife (calumny), he 
shall be nut to death. : 
12 
Lf the seller have gone to (his) fate (i.e., have died), 
the purchaser shall recover domages in said case fivefold 
from the estate of the seller. 
15 
if the witnesses of that man be not at hand, the judges 








do not bring in his witnesses within the six months, that 
man has attempted fraud, he_shall himself beat the pen- 
alty imposed in that case. 
The liosaic Law lists the following ordinances to be observed 
in the case of theft of vronertv: 
if aman shall stesl an ox, or a sheen, and kill it, or 
sell it: he shall restore five oxen for en ox, and four 
sheep for a sheen. 
if a tnief be found breaking up, and be amitten thet he 
die, there shall. no blood be shed for him. 
+f the sun be risen upon him, there shall be dlood shed 
for him: for he should make full restitution; if he have 
nothing, then he shall be sold for his theft. 
if the theft be certainly found in his hand slive, whether 
{t be ox. or sss, or shee; he shall restore double. 
for all manner of trespass, whether it be for ox, for ass, 
for sheep, for raiment, or for any manner of lost thing, 
which another challengeth to be his, the cause of both 
parties shall come before the judges; and whom the Judges 
shell condemn, he shall nav double unto his neighbour.l2 
Ur have found that which was lost, and lieth concerning 
lt, and sweareth falsely: in anv of all these that a man 
doeth, sinning therein: 
then it shall be, because he hath sinned, and is suilty, 
that he shall restore that which he took violentlv away, 
or the thing which he hath deceitfully gotten, or that 
which was delivered him to keen, or the lost thing which 
he found. : 
Or all that sbout which he hath sworn falsely: he shall 
even restore it in the vrinciosl, and shall add the fifth | 
part more thereto, and give it unto him to whom it apver- : 
taineth, in the dav of his trespass offering. 
The Code of Hammurabi has one element in it that 1s com- 
pletely forcien to iosaic law. A distinction was elways made 
as to whether the article stolen was sacred or orofane. In- 
cluded under sacred property were those items belonging to a 
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temple or to a nslace. The oalece was sacrosanct as the 
dwelling of the king since he was a representative of the 
Getty. And so the palace was always adjacent to the temole 
and the two buildings were viewed under the same asnect, for 
the temple was the dwelling place of the deity, and the pal- 
ace was the temple of the deity's representative on earth.+4 
Stetutes Numbers 6 and 7, therefore, nut the heavy ounlshment 
of death on anything stolen from the temple or palace. Stat- 
ute Number § modified this a little bit and declared that the 
theft of minor items such as sheep, asses, pigs, or boats, 
even 1f they were taken fromthe temple or palace, were oune 
ishable with a fine rather than death. The Hosaic Law made 
no parallel lawa. 
the two codes sound very similar on the matter of set- 
ting up judges to hear the evidence and then render a verdict. 
However, a theft was treated with mush more stringent measures 
under Babylonian law than under Mosaic law. SBabvlonian law 
often prescribed death as a nenalty, while Hebrew law speaks 
in terms of double, four-fold, and five-fold restitution. 
Both codes of law have directives dealing with the theft 
of children and slaves. Hammnurabi's Code lists the following: 
14 
If a man steal a man's son, who is a minor, he shall be 
put to death. 
“15 
If a man aid a male or female slave of ths palace, or a 
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mele or female slave of a freeman to escane from the 
city gate, he shallbe put to death. 
16 
if a man harbor in nis house a male or female slave who 
has fled from the palace or from a freeman, and do not 
bring him (the slave) forth at the call of the command- 
ment, the owner of that house shall be put to death. 
17 
if a man selze a male or female slave, a fugitive, in the 
field end bring that (slave) back to his owner, the owner 
of the slave shall oav him two shekels of silver. 
18 
+f thet slave will not name his owner, he shall bring 
him to the palace and they shall inouire into his ante- 
cedents and thev shall return him to his owner. 
19 
if he detain that slave in his house and later the slave 
be found in his possession, that man shall be nut to death. 
20 
if the slave escanve from the land of his cantor, that 
man snall so declare, in the name of zod, to the owner 
of the slave and shall go free.tt : 
Sn the subject of stolen children and slaves the Mosaic Law 
has the following ordinances: 
4nd he thet stealeth a man and selleth him, or if hp .be 
found in his hand, he shall surely be put to death. 
fhou shalt not deliver unto his master the servant which 
is escaped from his master unto thee; 
Se shall dwell with thee, even among you in that place 
which he shall choose in one of thy ganes where it liketh 
him best: thou shalt not onnress him. 
The two codes narallel each other in the penalty exacted 
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for kidnapoing. In both sases the serson who steals snother 
person waa guilty of death. iiosaic law did not treat of 
those who simply went about atesling slaves, while the Code 
of Hammurabi made this tyne of person also guilty of desth. 
the most interesting voint in this comparison 1s that 
the laws on fugitive slaves differ so greatly. ‘the Code of 
ianmurabi preseribas that the man who seized a fugitive slave 
should return the slave to the owner, while Woasic law said 
that the slave should not be returned, but rather live with 
the man to whom he escaned. 
“he Laws Concerning énheritance 
+he laws of inheritance in the Vode of Hemmurabi are as 
follows; 
162 
if a man take a wife and she bear him children and that 
wOmen die, her father may not lay claim to her dowry. 
fer dowry belongs to her children. 
1635 
if a man take a wife and she do not oresent him with 
chilcren and that woman die: 1f his father-in-law re- 
turn to him the marriage settlement which that man 
brought to the house of his father-in-law, her husband 
may not Lay claim to the dowry of that woman. Her dowry 
belongs to the house of her father. 
164 
if his father-in-lew do not return to him the marriage 
settlement, he mav deduct from her dowry the amount of 
the marriase settlement and return (the rest) of her 
dowry to the house of her father. 
165 
if a man present field, smarden or house to his favorite 
son and write for him a sealed deed; arter the father 
dies, when the brothers divide, he shall take the preseut 
which the father gave him, and over and above they shall 
divide the goods of the father's house equally.
57 
166 
if a man take wives for his sons and do not take e wife 
for his youngest 3on, after the father dies, when the 
brothers divide, they shall give from the goods of the 
father's house to their youngest brother, who has not 
taken a wife, monev for a marriage settlement in addition 
to his vortion and they shall enable him to take a wife. 
167 
+f a man take a wife and she bear him children snd that 
women die, and after her (death) he take another wife and 
she bear him children and later the father die, the child- 
ren of the mothers shall not divide (the estates). They 
shall receive the dowries of their resnective mothers and 
they shall divide equally the goods of the houss of the 
father. 
168 
if a mean set his face to disinherit his son and say to 
the Judges: "{L will disinherit my son," the judges shall 
inguire into his antecedents, and if tne son have not 
sowmitted a crime sufficiently grave to cut him off from 
sonship, the father msv not cut off his son from s3onship. 
169 
lif he have committed a crime against his father sufficient- 
ly crave to cut him off from sonship, they shall condone 
his first (offense). If he commit a grave crime a second 
time, tne father may cut off his son from sonship. 
170 
if a man's wife bear nim children and his maid servant 
besr him children, ané the father during his lifetime 
say to the children which the maid servant bore him: "My 
children," and reckon them with the children of his wife, . 
after the father dies the children of the wife and the 
children of the maid servant shell divide the goods of 
the fether's house equally. ‘he child of the wife shell 
have the right of choice at the division. 
171 
But if the father during his lifetime have not said to 
the children which the maid servant bore him: "hiv child- 
reny" after the father dies, the children of the maid 
servent shall not share in the zocds of the father's house 
with the children of the wife. ‘The maid servant and her 
children shell be given their freedom. ‘The children of 
the wife mav not lav claim to the shildren of the maid 
servant for service. ‘the wife shall receive her dowry 
and the gift which her husbsnd gave snd deeded to her on 




and enjoy (the nronerty) as long as she lives. She 
cannot sell it, however, for after her (death) it belongs 
to ner children. 
172 
if her busband have not piven her s gift, they shall make 
good her dowry and she shall receive from the foods of 
her husband's house a nortion corresponding to that of a 
son. if her children scheme to drive her out of the 
house, the judges shall inaulre into her antecedents and 
if the children be in the wrong, she shall not go out 
from her husband's houses. if the woman set her race to 
@0 Ov%, sha shell leave to her children the gift which 
her husband gave her: she shall receive the dowry of her 
ecneaue nouse, and the husband of her choice may take 
her. 
1735 
if that woman bear children to her later husband whose 
house shé hes entered and later on that woman die, the 
former and the later children shall divide her dowry. 
- 174 
+f she do not bear children to her later husband, the 
children of her first husband shall receive her dowry. 
175 
if either a slave of the palace or a slave of a freeman 
take the daughter of a man (gentleman) and she bear child- 
ren, the owner of the sleve mav not lay claim to the 
children of the daughter of the man for service. 
176 
4nd if a slave of the valace or a’slave of a freeman 
take the daughter of a man (gentleman); and if, when he 
takes her, she enter into the house of the slave of the 
.9ealace or the slave of the freeman with the dowry of her 
father's house; if from the time that they join hands, 
they build a house and acquire property; and if later on 
the slave of the palace or the slave of the freeman die, 
the daughter of tne man shall receive her dowry, and 
they shall divice into two narts whatever her husband and 
she had acouired from the time they had joined hands; the 
owner cf the slave shall receive one-half sid the deughter 
of the man snall receive one-half for her children. 
176A 
If the daughter of the man hed no dowry they shali divide 
into two varts whatever her husband and sh= had acquired 
from the time they joined hands. ‘The owner of the slave 
shall recaive one-half and the daughter of the man shall 









if a widow, whose children are minors, set her face to 
enter another house, she cannot Go so withcut the consent 
of the judges. ‘hen she enters snothor house, the judges 
shall ineulre into the estate of her former husband and 
they shell intrust the estate of her former husband to 
the later husband and that woman, and they shall deliver 
to them ea tablet (to sign). ‘They shall administer the 
estate and rear the minors. ‘Thev may not 3e11 the house- 
hold goods. 4e who purchases household goods belonging 
to the sons of a widow shall forfeit his money. ‘he 
@00Gs shall revert to their ower. 
178 
if (there be) a oriestess or a devotee to whom her father 
has given a dowry and written a deed of gift; if in the 
deed which he has written for her, he have not written 
“after her (death) she mav give to whomsoever she may 
dlesse," and if he nave not granted her fuli discretion: 
after her father dies her brothers shall take her field 
and garden and they shall give her grain, o11 and wool 
according to-the value of her share and they shaji make 
her content. if ner brothers do not give her grain, oil, 
and wool according to the value of her shares snd they do 
not make her content, she may give her field and earden 
to any tenart she may please and her tenant shsll maintain 
her. She shall enjov the field, parden or anything else 
which her father gave her as long as she lives. She mav 
not sell it, nor transfer it. Her heritage belongs to 
her brothers. 
1793 ? 
if (there be) a priestess or a devotee to whem her father 
has given a dowry and written a deed of gift; if in the 
deed which he has written for her, hs have written "after 
her (death) she mav mive to whomsoever she may please," 
and he have granted her full discretion: after her father 
cies she may give it to whomsoever she may please after 
her (death). Her brothers may not lay claim against her. 
180 
if a father do not give a dowry to his daughter, a bride 
or Gevotee, after her father dies she shall receive as 
her share in the goods of her father's house the portion 
of a son, and she shall enjoy it as long as she lives. 
After her (death) it belongs to her brothers. 
181 : 
if a father devote a votary or NU.PAR to a god and do not 
give her a dowrv, after her fatner Jies she shall receive 





of the oortion of a son and she shall enjoy it as long 
as she lives. After her (death), 1t belongs to her 
brothers. 
182 
4f sa father do not give a dowry to his daughter, a 
priestess of Marduk of Babylon, and do not write for 
her a deed of gift; after her father dies she shall 
receive as her share with her brothers one-third the 
portion of a son in the goods of her father's house, 
but she shall not conduct the business thereof. A 
priestess of Marduk, after her (death), may give to 
whomsoever she may please. 
185 
{f a father oresent a dowry to his daughter, who is a con- 
cubine, and give her to a husband. and write a deed of ~— 
sift: after the father dies she shall not share in the 
go0cds of her father's house. 
184 
ff aman do not present a dowry to his daughter, who is 
& concubine, and do not give her to a husband; after her 
father dies her brothers shall present her a dowry pro- 
sortionsate to the fortune of per father's house and they 
shell give her to a husband. 
4n equivalent statement of inheritance laws in the Nossic Law 
is as follows: 
if a man have two wives, one beloved, end another heated, 
and they have born him children, both the beloved and 
the hated; and if the firstborn son be her's that was 
hated: 
then it shall be, when he maketh his sons to inherit that 
which he hath, that he may not make the son of the beloved 
firstborn before the son of the hated, which is indeed 
the firstborn; 
Sut he shall acknowledge the son of the hated for the 
firstborn, by giving him a dovdle portion of ali that he 
hath: for he.is the beginning of his strengths; the right 
of the firstborn is his. 
if @ man have a stubborn and rebellious son, which will 
not obey the voice of his father, or the voice of his 
mother, 2nd that, «hen they have chastened him, will not 
hearken unto them: 
Tnen shall his father and his mother lay hold on him, and 
bring him out unto the elders of his city, and unto the 
  







gate of his nlace: 
4nd they shall say unto the elders of his city, This our 
son is stubborn and rebellious, he will not obey our voive;: 
he is a glutton, and a drunkard. 
4nd all the men of his city shall stone him with stones, 
that he adie: so shalt thou put svil pger from among you; 
and 311 Israel shall hear, and fear. 
the basic concent of these two bodies of law 1s quite 
different on inheritance. ‘The Code of liammurabi was built on 
eoual distribution of zo0ds amongst the children. 411 those 
whom he in his lifetime called"children" sre legal heirs, 
6ven though they were born to a maldservant. It was nossible 
for a Ssbylonian to write a document specifying that one son, 
a "favorite son," should receive a bonus gift before the 
dividing of the estate took place, but the general rule stood 
that the estate was divided equally amongst the legal sons. 
*he wife was never tne heir, and her portion was simoly the 
dowry and marriage gift which was set aside at the time of 
her wedding. If there was no marriage gift set aside, the wife 
Could claim a share equal to that of one of the sons." Hebrew 
law put erase emphasis on the first-born son who automatically 
received a double portion of the estate. ‘his was true even 
if the first-born son was the 30n of a "hated wife." 
Lisinheritance existed in both codes of law. A son who 
committed a crime against his father could be cut off from 
sonship any time after the first offense. Hebrew law was much 
stricter. ‘he father brought the rebellious son before the 
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People of tne town accused him, and then the peonle stoned 
the son to death. 
in summarizing the comparison of the Code of Hammurabt 




Property in both instances tneluded slaves, children 
and cattle. 
The tiossic Laws made much better vrovision for sleves-- 
a@ provision which was vromoted bv the Hebrews! remem- 
brance of their davs svent in slavery to Egvot. 
Babylonian law legislated its penslties on the basis 
of the class of soctety to which the offender belonged, 
while Hebrew law judged the crime that had been commit- 
ted. 
“hen Babylonian law judged crimes of theft, it distin- 
guished between sacred articles and vrofsne articles, 
wile Hebrew law judged the theft committed. 
Sabvylonian law often prescribed death for a theft, 
while Hebrew law vrescribed restitution. 
dammurabi's Code reouired the return of fugitive 
slaves while the ifosaic Law forbade the return. 
Laws of inheritence in Babylonian law »orovided for . 
equal Gistribution smongst the sons, while Hebrew 
law gave great preference to the first-born son. 
& rebellious son in Bsbvlontan statutes was dismissed 
from the household, while Hebrew statutes called for 
him to be stoned. 
 
CHAPTER VII 
& COMPARISON OF LAWS OF FAMILY LIFE AND PERSONAL INJURY 
\ 
In this final chavoter of comparisons, we snall examine 
Some of the laws dealing with family problems and with oer- 
sonal injuries. It would be imvossible to traat every one 
of theese laws, since almost one-fourth of the Code is taken 
up with the reguletion of family relationshios, including 
such subjects as adultery, divorce, false accusations, rights 
of wives, desertion, and the lize.t The laws will de listed 
which are very similer, laws which are very dissimtlar, and 
laws which are listed in the Code of dammurabi but have no 
counterpart in Mosaic law. 
Laws on Family Relationships   
“n the following ordinance, the Code of tiammurabi shows 
its stress on the necessity for legal documents in order for 
! 
& marriage to be binding. 
128 
if ea man_take a wife and do not arrange with her the 3 
(proper)* contracts, that woman Ls not a (legal) wife. 
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the Mosaic Law has no ordinance on legal contracts for the 
validity of a marriage. 
the Code of Hammurabi has the following laws on the 
practice of keeping concubines. 
q 1357 { 
ff aman sat his face to put away a concubine who has | 
torne him children or a wife who has »vresented him with 
children, he shall return to that woman her dowry and 
shall give to her the income of field, garden and goods 
and she shall bring up her children: from the time that 
fer children are grown up, from whatever is given to her 
children they shall give to her a portion corresnonding 
to that of a son and the man of her choice may marrv her.< 
144 { 
if aman take a vife and that wife give a maid servant 
to her husband and she bear children: if that man set 
his face to take a soncubine, they shall not countenance 
him. tle may not take a concubine. 
145 
if a man take a wife and she do not vresent him with 
children and he set his face to take a concubine, that 
man may take a concubine and bring her into his house. 
+hat concubine shall. not rank with his wife.   
146 
if a man take a wife and she give a maid servant to her 
husbend, and that maid servant bear children and after- 
wards would take rank with her mistress; because she has 
borne children, her mistress may not sell her for money, — 
but she may reduce her to bondage and count her among the 
maid servants. 
147 
If she have not borne chiléren, her mistress may sell 
her for money.   the liosaic Law as such has no laws on keeping concubines. 
farlier Hebrew history tells of Abraham receiving a concubine 
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from Sersh after she was unable to bear him a child.® Lixe- 
wise Rachel snd Leah gave Bilhah and Zilpah to Jacob.” 
two laws on familv relationships are strikingly simller 
in the two codes. Une 45 the ordinances on incest, and the 
Other one is the ordinances dealing with cases shere adultery 
1s committed with a daughter-in-law. “he Code of Hammurabi 
Stated the following on incest: 
157 
if aman lie in the bosom of his mother after (the death 
of) his father, they shall burn both of them. 
158 
4f a man, after (the death of) his father, be taken in 
the bosom of the chief wife (of his father) who has 
borne ghildren, that man shall be cut off from his father's 
house. 
Un the same subject Mosaic law recorded these ordinances; 
the nakedness of thv father, or the nakedness of thy 
mother, shalt thou not uncover: she ts thy mother; thou 
shalt not uncover her nakedness. { 
thé nakedness of thy father's wife shalt thou not un- 
cover: it is thv father's nekedness.” 
4A man shall not_take his father's wife nor discover his 
father's skirt. 
And the man that lieth with his father's wife hath un- 
covered his father's nalcedness: both of them sha}} surely 








   
  
66 
“oth laws sneak out against incest, the Babylonian Code 
Specifving that toth of the parties to the act should be 
burnea or cut off from inherivance, while Mosaic lay sinoly 
commands that they should both be put to death. 
Laws which are very similar are those which dealt with 
adultery committed with a daughter-in-lew. ‘The Code of Ham- 
murabl decreed that: 
: 155 
+f a man have betrothed a bride to his son and his son 
have lImown her, and if he (the father) afterward lie in 
ner bosom and they take him, they shall bind that man and 
throw him into the water.12 
A similar tosaic law states: 
if aman lie with his daughter in law, both of them 
fusions theladbloal ¢altelt pia taped leas aaa ae ms: their blood sha 2 u on
Soth codes of law vrescribe death for those who nartictoate 
in this form of sexual aberration. 
Some laws on family relationships point up how these two 
codes differ from each other. They are laws which governed 
cascs where the wife vas accused of infidelity, where adult- 
ery was committed in and out of marriage, and where people 
wented to be divorced. 
Ihe case of the accused wife is treated in the following 
manner in the Sode of Hammurabi. 
. 131 
If a man accuse his wife and she has not been taken in 
lying with another man, she shall take an oath in the 
  






name of god and she shall return to her house. 
152 
if the finger have been pointed at the wife of a man 
beceuse of snother man, ané she have not been taken in 
lying with snother man, for her husband's sake she shall 
throw herself into the river. 
On this ame point the ficsaic Lew orescribed this detailed 
ritual for the wife aceused tr her hustand: 
4éna@ the Lord spake unto Moses, saving, 
“peak unto the children of israel, «nd say unto them, if 
any man's wife go aside, and commit e trespass against 
lim, 
4nd &@ man lie with her carnally, and it be hid from the 
eyes of her husband, and be kept close, and she be i 
defiled, and there be no witness sgainat her, neither 
she be taken with the manner: 
4nd the snirit of jealousy ceme upon him, and he be j 
jealous of his wife, end she be defiled: or if the spirit 
cf Jeelousy come upon him, and he be jealous of his wife, 
and she be not defiled: 
then shell the man bring his wife unto the priest, and he 
shall bring her offering for her, the tenth part of an 
eoheah of barley meal: he shall pour no ofl npon it, nor 
out frenkincense thereon; for it is an offering of jeal- 
ousy, an offering of memorial, bringing iniquity to 
remembrance. 
4nd the oriest shall bring her near, and set her before 
the Lord: 
4nd the priest shell texe holy water in an earthen vessels 
and of the dust that is in the floor of the tabernacle the 
priest shall take, and nut it into the water: 
' And the priest shall set the woman before the Lord, and 
uncover the woman's head, and out the offering of memorial 
in her hands, which 14s the jealousy offering: and the vriest 
shall have in his hand the bitter water that causeth the 
curses: . 
4nd the oriest shall charge her by an oath, and say unto . 
the woman, If no man have lain with thee, and if thou hast 
not gone aside to uncleanness with another instead of ‘thy 
| husband, be thou free from this bitter water that causeth 
: the curses 
But if thou hast gone aside to another instead of thy 
husband, and if thou be defiied, and some man =v lain 
with thee beside thine husband: 
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Then the orieat shall charge the woman with an oath of 
cursing, and the priest shall sav unto the women, The Lord 
make thes a curse snd an oath emong thy people, when the 
4ord doth make thy thieh to rot, and thy belly to swell: 
and this water that causeth the curse shall go into shy 
bowels, to make thy belly to swell, and thy thigh to rot: 
4nd the woman shall say, Amen, amen. 
4nd the priest shall write these curses in a book, snd he 
shall blot them out with the bitter water: 
4nd he shall cause the woman to drink the bitter water 
that causeth the surse: and the water that causeth the 
curse shall enter into her, and become bitter. 
then the oriest shell take the jealousy offering out of 
the woman's hend, and shall wave the offering before the 
Lord, and offer it upon the alter: 
4nd the priest shall take an hendful of the offering, even 
the memorial thereof, and burn 1t upon tha sltar, and 
afterw rd shall sause the woman to drink the water. 
4nd when he hath made her to drink the water, then it 
shell come to pass, that, Lf she be defiled, and have 
done trespass against her husband, that the surse shall 
enter into her, and become bitter, snd her belly shall 
swell, and her thich shall rot: end the women 3hall be a 
curse among her people. 
And if the woman ba not defiled, but be_clean: then she 
shall be free, and shall conceive seed. 
| 
  
Eoth of these laws treat of the accused wife, vet a different 
preeedure is followed in each to determine her guilt or inno- 
cence. in the case of the babylonian Law, the vroving ground 
was whether or not the wife could survive being cast into the 
river. ‘this was a method of determining guilt or innocence 
in ceases where evidence was lacking and suspicion oersisted. 
fiosaic law required such a woman to drink a notion made up of   water and dust from the temple floor. if the woman swelled 
| up and rotted at the thigh, she was pronounced guilty. if 






4aws on adultery differ in the two codes. ‘he ordinance 
as it is recorded in Hammurabi's Code is as follows: 
129 
If the wife of a man be taken in lying with another man, 
tney hall bind them and throw them tnto the water, If 
the husband of the woman would save his wife, or if the 
king would save his male servant (he may) .16 
the tlosaic Law provided the following courses of action: 
4nd the man that committeth adulterv with another man's 
vife, even he that committeth adultery with his neigh- 
bour's wife, the paulterer and the sdulteress shall surely 
be put to death. 
if a man be found lving with a woman married to an husband, 
then they shall both of them die, both the mun that lie 
with the woman, and the woman: so shalt thou out away evil 
from Israel. 
the great difference in the two code3 on this voint is that 
Ssbvlonian law left oven the vnossibility for clemency, while 
“Osaic law Gemsnded death for both the adulter and the adult- 
eress. 
the laws soverning cases of adultery with a betrothed woman 
are as follows in the Code of Hammurabi: 
~ 1350 
if a man force the (betrothed) wife of snother who hss 
not itnown a male and is living in her father's house, 
and he lie in her bosom an@ they sh2ll take him, that 19 
man shell be nut to death and that woman shall co free. 
156 
if a man have betrothed a bride to his son and his son 
have not known her but he himself lle in her bosom, he 
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shall pay her one-hslf mana of silver and he shall make 
geod to her whatever she brought from the hous 38 of her 
father and the man of her choice may take her. 
Yn the same subject the Nosaic Law records the following: 
The 
‘nd whosoever lieth csarnally with a woman, that is a 
condmaid, betrothed to a husband, and not at sll redeemed, 
nor freedom wiven her: she 3hsll be scourreG: thev shall 
not be out to death, because she was not free. 
and he shall bdrinz his tresoa33 offering unto the Lord, 
unto the door of the tabernscle of the congregation, even 
rem for a tresnass offering. 
snd the priest shall make an atonement for him witn the 
ram of the trespass offering before tne Lord for his 
Sin which he hath done: and the sin whicn he hath done 
shall be forciven him. 21 
if a damsel that is a virgin be betrothed unto an husband, 
and a man find her in the citv, and lie with hers: 
=nen ve shall bring them hoth out unto the mate of that 
city, and ve shall stone them with stones that they dies 
the dsmsel because she cried not, being in the ctt7: snd 
the man, because he hath humbled his neighbour's wife: so 
thou shslt put awav evil from among vou. 
Sut if a man find s betrothsd dsinsel in the field, and 
the man force her, and lie with her: then the man only 
that lav with her shall die: 
but unto the damsel thou shalt do nothing: there is in 
the damsel no 3in vorthy of death: for as when a man riseth 
against his neighbour, and slaveth nim, even so is the 
matter. 
For he found her in the field, and the hetrothen damsel 
cried, end there was none to save her. 
Code of dicmmurabi provided the possibility of a cash 
settlement in the case of a prospective father-in-law committing 
adultery with the woman betrothed to his son, while hosaic law 
knew nothing of a cash settlement. ‘the only leniency shown in 
21 
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Hebrew law came in the case of adultery wlth a betrothed 
bondwomsan. ven in thls Instance scourginag took place and 
& secrificial offering had to be made. 
4&4 final study to be made on family relationships brings 
us into the topic of divorce. Yn this matter the differences 
in the two codes are obvious. The Sode of deammurabl reads; 
158 
if a man would put away his wife who has not borne hin 
children, he shall give her money to the amount of her 
marriage settlement and he shall make good to her the 
dowry which she brought from her father's house and then 
he may put her away. 
139 
if there were no marriage settlement, he shall give to 
her one mana of ailver for a divorce. 
140 
If he be a freeman, ne shall cive her one-third mane of 
silver, 
141 
If the wife of s man who is living in his house, set her 
face to go out and play the vart of the Fool, neglect 
her house, belittle her husband, they shall eall her to 
account; if her husband say "I have put her away,” he 
shell let her goe On her departure nothing shall be 
given to her for her divorce. If her husband says "I 
have not put her away," her husband may take another 
woman. The first woman shgii dwell in the house of her 
husbend as a maid servant. 
Kosaic legislation provided the followinz on divorce: 
Shen a man hath talren a wife, and marrled her, and it 
come to pass that she find no favour in his eves, because 
he hath found 3ome uncleanness in hers then let him 
write her a bill of divorcement, snd zive it in her hand, 
and send her out of his house. 
4nd when she is departed out of his house, she nay go 
and be enother man's wife. 
And if the latter husband hate her, sand write her a. 
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bill of divorcement, and giveth 1% in her hand, end 
8endeth her out of his house: or if the latter husband 
Gie, which took her to be his wifes 
Her former husband, shich sent her awav, mav not take her 
again to be his wife, after thet she 18 Geftled: for 
that is sbominstion before the Lord: and thon shalt not 
cause the land to sin, which the Lord thy Sod giveth 
thee for an inheritance. “= 
Sabvlonian law allowed Atvorze to take »lace on two secounts. 
the first was improper conduct on the part of the woman, and 
the second was incompatibility between husband and wife.-> 
the Mosaic Law nermitted a bill of divorcement to be written 
whenever uncleanness was found in @ women. Babylonian law 
lists instances where the wife could collect alimony, «hile 
“ebrew lew did not require payment of alimony. ‘This difference 
in the two Laws 1s the natural result of the varirnce ‘hich 
existed on grounds for dtvorce. 
Laws on Personal Injury 
in comparing Laws dealing with versonal injury, we shall 
treat laws of injury resulting in miscarriags and the lex 
talionis as thev ere listed in the two codes of law. 
Un miscarrisgzes caused by injurles Iintlicted by another 
person, the Code of Hammurabi states: 
209 
if a man strike a man's daughter and bring about a mis- 








{f that woman die, they shall put his danghter to 
Cceath. 
211 
if, through a stroke, he bring about the miscarriage 
to the daughter of a freeman, he shall pay five shekels 
ef silver. 
212 
+f thet woman die, he shall pay one-half mana of silver. 
215 
if he strike the female slave of a man and bring about 
a miscarriage, he shall pay two shekels of silver. 
, 214 
if that female slave die, he shsll pay one-third mana of 
silver.“ 
The Mosaic Law has this brief statement on the sume tonic: 
ff men strive, and hurt a woman with child, so that her 
fruit depart from her, snd yet no mischief follow: he 
shall be surely ounished, accofding as the woman's hus- 
band will lay upon him; and he shall psy as the judges 
determine.2? 
in this comparison, one evident contrast is the different set 
of nenslties the Lbsubvlonisn Vode prescribes for each different 
Class of society. Hebrew law on the other hand sneaks to the 
crime rather than the criminal. ‘The crime was sertainly 
punisned, but esch cese was to be settled between the offender, 
the injured wife's husbsnd, and the judge. 
. Finaliy, we ahall mske a comparison of the two codes in 
respect to the lex talionis--an eve for an eye end a tooth for 
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a tooth. Here we have one of the most striking similarities 
found between the two codes. ‘The Babvlonian law savas: 
195 
if a son strike his father, they shall cut off his 
fingers. 
196 
if a man destroy the eve of another man, thev shell 
destrov his eye. 
197 
if one break a man's bone, they shall break his bone. 
198 
If one destroy the eve of a freeman or break the bone 
of a freeman; he shall pay one mana of silver. 
199 
if one destroy the eye of a man's slave or break a bone 
of a man's slave he shall vav one-half his price. 
; 200 
if @ man knock out a tooth of a freeman, he shall pay one- 
third mana of silver. 
201 
if a man knock out a tooth of a man of his own rank, 
they shall knock out his tooth. 
202 ae 
if aman strike the person of a man (1.e., commit an 
assault) who is hia superior, he shali receive sixty 
Strokes with an ox-tail whip in public. 
2035 
if a man strike another man of his own rank, he shall 
pay one mane of silver. 
204 
if s freeman strike a freeman, he shall pay ten shekels 
of silver. — 
  
205 
if a man's slave strile a man's son, they shall cut off 
his ear. 
206 
If a man strike another man in a quarrel and wound 
him, he shall svears "I struck him without intent,"   
 
75 
and he shall be resnonstble for the physician. 
i 207 
4f (ne) die as the result of the stroke, he shall 
swear (as above), and if he be a man, he shall pay 
One-helf mana of silver. 
208 
if (he) pe a freeman, he shall nay one-third mana of 
silver.” 
Similar to these laws are those found in ixodus, Leviticus, 
and Yeuteronomy of the Mosaic Laws 
one for eve, tooth for tooth, hand for hand, foot for 
oot 
Surning for burning, wound for wound, strine for stripe.29 
Breach for breach, eve for eye, tooth for tooth; as he 
hath causeg 2 blemish in a man, so shsll it be done to 
him again. G 
4nd thine eve shall not pity; but life shall ro for life, 
eve for eve, tooth for tooth, hund for hand, foot for 
foot. ;   these striking similarities would seem to heighten the argument 
for s common Semitic background for both of the codes. With 
the excention of the class distinction avident once again in { 
the Sabvlonian Vode, the common underlying principle of both i 
codes is very evident here. ‘his does not necessarily mean 
that the Nosaic Law was borrowed from the Code of Hammurabi. 
There are enough striking differences to show that there was 
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no direct borrowing. ‘This eve for an eye and a tooth for 
& tooth orinciple which anpears in so many of the other sec- 
tions of the Sebylonian laws only shows that Babylonia had 
@ large Semitic element in its nopulation. Sl 
in summarizing this chapter on laws of fumily relation- 






there are Babvlonian laws on family relationships 
which hsve no Mosaile counterparts. ; 
Laws of incest and certain tyvnes of adultery show 
similarities. 
VYther laws on adultery point up harsher penalties 
in the Hebrew Code than in the Babylonian Vode. 
Lows on divorce differ greatly in the two codes. 
Babylonian Laws on personal injury were lerislated 
on the basis of rank end position in society, shile 
fiebrew law was legislated on the basis of the erime 
comnitted. 
Similarity in the lex talionis principle can be 
accounted for by a common Semitic background for 
both codes of law. 
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the research in this thesis has pointed up the fact that 
there are many marked dissimilarities between the Code of 
Hammurabi «nd the Mosaic Law, and tt has also shown that 
there are some very striking similarities. Although all 
of the laws were not studled and compared, the substantial 
number which were studied and compared substantiated the 
reality of the similarity problem. 
Basic to any fair comparison of the two codes of law 
haa to be the following underlying concerns which can be 
listec in the form of the following questions. How do 
the cultures of the nations governed by the resnective bodies 
of law compare? Who was resnonsible for the legislation of 
the laws% that do the laws themselves say about their 
purpose, and wnat is the spirit found existing in the two 
codes? Hinallv the most imoortant concern: ‘hat then is 
our attitude toward the similarities which exist--in the 
light of the evidence, and in the light of our stend in 
regard to Scripture? 
The cultures of the two nations which were governed br 
the bodies of law in question sprenge from a common Semitic 
background. ‘the mseting of liosaic Hebrew culture with the 
culture of H-mmurabi's day occurred when Abraham, the father 




contemoorarles of each other. ‘This fact coupled with the 
theory of oral transmission opens up the possibility of a 
handing down of basic legal principles from the time of 
Hammurabi to the davs of Moses. 
Glosely connected with the cultures governed by the 
codes are the men responsible for introducing the codes. Both 
Hoses and Hammurabi were intelligent men, highly educated, and 
each a leader in his own right. Moses' education as an 
“gyptian prince opens the possibility that he became acquainted 
with the principles of the Code of Hammurabi in his studies 
at Heliopolis. Hoth legislators professed an allegiance 
to a deity or deities. Hammurabi was shown to have honored 
many #ods, und to have pictured himself as their veritable 
equal. He himself took credit for the laws he codified. Moses 
was shown to have been a devout worshipcer of Jahwe, and to 
have displaved his lovalty to Jahwe bv ea comnlete trust and 
reliance upon Him. ifoses' highest vride was that he could © 
confess that he was merely God's instrument in ziving the Law. 
This trust and reliance in Jahwe was shown to have existed 
in the witness of the Mosaic Law. Moses* law claims to be God's 
Word to men. by its very nature it is a code of ritual 
regulations and laws based on the religious principle of love 
toward God and man. ‘The Code of Hammurabi is strictly a 
set of civil ordinances which prescribe civil justice. Its 
entire spirit is civil and mundane. ‘This 13 evident by the 
fact that it has no concept of sin or offense against God. It  
79 
Sontains at best sn altruism which ultimately directs it- 
Self toward selfishness. The spirit of the Babylonian Code 
1s one which thrives on rendering legal decisions on the 
basis of classes in society, while the Hebrew Code is con- 
cerned sbout the crime committed rather than the rank of the 
person who committed it. 
On the basis of the evidence, three surface solutions 
oresent themselves to the oroblem of similarities between 
the Code of Hammurabi and the Mosaic Law. wither the 
similarities encountered are due to Hoses! dependerice on the 
Gode of Hammurabi, or Moses received the orincivles of the 
Code of Hammursbi from Abrsham through the medium of oral 
tranamission, or both codes of law are dependent upon a 
common Semitic background. 
All of these solutions leave God out of the picture. 
On the oremises that history 1s not “od, and that Scripture 
is serious when it speaks of revelation, we would propose a 
solution to the orobdlem as follows. Both the Code of Ham- 
murebi and the Hoseic Law are dependent voon a common 
Semitic background. ‘This background reaches back to the 
very Garden of Eden where God slaced law in man's heart. As 
this law was passed on through the years from generation to 
generstion, it became sorrupted, and remained in this cor- 
rupt state until God called it back to purity at Sinai 
through Moses. This solution considers the cultursl fectors 





of law from Abraham down to Moses, and most important of all, 
it takes seriously the words, "And God spake unto Koses 
saying. « « ” 
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